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ii 
.'\n expansion type cloud chamber \vas used to measure the nucleation 
rate of water vapor in an atmosphere of helium and argon. A careful 
study \.;as made of the thermodynamic characteristics du:cing the expansion 
so that the nucleation data could be interpreted with reasonable accu-
racy and consistency. 
A fine \vire thermocouple '"'as used to measure the ~as tcr::peroture 
during the course of on isentropic exponsion in the dry char.1ber. l\'hen 
the finite heat capacity of the thermocouple is accounted for, it is 
found that there is almost perfect agreement with the temperature cal-
C'..tlatcd f1·cm the equation of state and the pressure raeasurcment. This 
cstablis~1cs the expansion cloud chamber as the instrument \d th the most 
accurately knmm thermodyn::nnic charac te ris tics <.md the one ,,,here the 
supersaturation may be calculated with the greatest precision. 
111e hon:ogcncous nucle::ttion rate of water vapor in a hcl ium atmo-
sphere h·as measured as a function of temperature, supersaturation and 
sensitive time. It was found tktt there exists a form of heterogeneous 
nuc 1 cation occurring above the -ion ~irrzi t at about the critical .super-
saturation predicted by the cl::tssical I3ecker-Dorjng thc:ory for homogcne-
ous nuc 1 e:l tion. This form of heterogeneous nucleation appears to occur 
upon chemically bonded centers \vhose concentration is very low and de-
pcnds upon the vapor pressure before the expansion. Th~ consistency of 
the number of these nucleating centers indicates that they may be a 
neutral product of the action of natural radioactivity and cosmic 
rays. 
A semiphenomenological theory was developed along the lines of 
the classical theory but which includes the chemical bond energy of 
iii 
the heterogeneous nucleating center. The theory predicts a different 
temperature dependence for the heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation 
rates and at least qualitatively explains the essential features of the 
experimental data. 
A considerable disparity in the temperature dependence of the 
critical supersaturation limit has existed for many years. The vari-
ation in the temperature dependence with nucleation rate as determined 
by the author's data shows: (a) that a large part of the disparity is 
due mainly to the interpretation of the experiments and (b) that the 
different temperature dependence of the heterogeneous and homogeneous 
nucleation rates is responsible for the different temperature depend-
ences reported by the various experimenters. 
It was definitely established that the nucleation rate of \'>'ater 
vapor is higher in an argon atmosphere than in a helium atmosphere. 
111is may be due to a disruption factor related to the higher velocity 
of the Zight helium atoms. It is, however, more likely due to the 
hydration of the argon atom into the critical cluster with a resultru1t 
increased stability in the critical clusters. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATE/'.'iENT OF THE PRCBLEM 
1 
~!an h1s long been s tuJying the atmosphere, yet it is only in the 
13.st fc· ... · yea1·s that technology has advanced to the point where a true 
tmdcrstanding of atmospheric processes is possible. 'I11is understanding 
rr.us t be turned to useful ends if \''c are 0ver to forget the fe:lr of 
st-:n·ms, T;:a1(::! the deserts bloom or to continue t:o have clcc.~1 alr to 
b1·cathe. Of all the prc.bl ems facing atmospheric scientists, [JCJ~h.r1ps 
tbe PlOSt fc-jscinating is that of the Dction of 1,·c.ter vapor in t;1C ;ltmo-
sphere. h'«tc·.r vapor content determines the st<lbi 1 i ty of <"'-t1;·,osphcric 
layers and exerts control on the energy balance in the aL::osrhere 1 
Th.~ dctr~U s of the processes by which the size distrjlJ;..ttion of drop-
lets in a cloud changes ·.-:ith ti:ne is not well t;_ncicrstood. 2 • 3 
Be fun: an ~md-~1.'St;:mdin g of comr lex processes rr;::ty i)0 attained: 
ation, the fo1·mation vf new droplets, is not the sim!Jle procc:;s that 
it was once thought to be. ~uclcation on ~artict!lato natter is a 
form of heterogeneous nucleation. At~ospheric nuclei ~erve to lower 
the ~_;ncrgy barrier for condcnsat ion. Ions also serve to reduce the 
free energy of for.nation of clasters. In the ,,_bscnce c:'! condensatjon 
nuclei and ions, Jruplcts begin to form as a result of :::h;::mc~ fluctu-
ations at a supersaturation of 4. 8 :JI~d higher. The latter }\as been 
termed ho:r.o geneous nucleation. Early exper imcn tnl results, 4 ' 5 ' 6 , 7 ' 8 
observing the so--call eJ critical 1 imi t for heterogE::ncous nuc I cat ion 
on smoke particles, dust particles, i~ns and homogeneous nucleation, 
shOl·:cd tl~at at least a. qualitative explanation ,.,.as provided by clas-
sical theory 9. Classical theory is based on the idea that a barrier 
to nucleation exists and that statistical fluctuations carry the 
embryos over the barrier. A critical size of embryo is associated 
\vith the peak height of the free energy barrier. It nm-.r appears that 
a full understanding of homogeneous nucleation is required before the 
various forms of heterogeneous nucleation may be con1prehended. 
Heterogeneous nucle;;ation, which is the dominant form of nucleation 
found in nature, encompasses the features of homogeneous nucleation 
with the adc.li t ion of extra interfacial energies which greatly compli-
cate the problem.10 
2 
11-.e semiphenomenological classical theory, developed by rarkas 11 , 
i3ecker and Doring 12 , Zeldovich 13 , rrenkel 14 and others for the homo-
geneous nucleation of liquid drops, seemed at first to predict nucle-
ation rates ~1ich showed good agreement with experiment. ~furc definitive 
experimental data on the nucleation of water drops from the vapor by 
various groups, namely Volmer and Flood 15 and PoweJ1 16 , exhibit self 
consistency within themselves but display considerable disparity when 
intcrcompa1·ed. Atte1npts to compare results comprehensively 17 , 18, 19 ' 2 0 
have only emphasized the pecular nature of homogeneous nucleation in 
water vapor. 
The extent of rench·ed interest in nucleation phenomena is evi-
denced by the amouut of recent theoretical activity21 - 35 . This renm,·ed 
interest also indicates a general lack of confidence in the classical 
nucleation theory. fo.ioreover, there has been a resurgence of interest 
in the experimental measurement of homogeneous nucleation rates. 19 • 20 • 36 - 40 
3 
Most experimental studies ltave observed the critical supersatur-
ation limit only. The critical supersaturation limit is usually taken 
as that point ,.,here noticeable droplet formation occurs in the' expansion 
chamber. This may be for nucleation rates of from one to one mi 11 ion 
droplets per cubic centimeter per second, depending upcn the <!etails of 
the observation system and the sensitive time of the apparatus. Due to 
the nature of most of the experiments where sensitive times and droplet 
densities arc estimated only to an order of magnjtude, a given experi-
ment may be intrcpreted differently by different authors.20,3G Since 
both the estimates of sensitive times and drop densities are usually 
consistent for a given investigator, the tmnperature dependence is 
adequately dctermin~d but the nucleation rate to which it belongs is 
s ome\-.rh~l t 3mhiguous. 
Dcfhli ti ve experimental \-:ork must be done so that a compre!lCn-
sive picture of the homogeneous nucleation process may be constructed 
for comparison with theory. It is the purpose of this study to provide 
a set of data overlapping that of several othe2· experimenters and to 
provide the most extensive measurements possible, utilizing the cap-
abilities of the highly automated and instrumented cloud cl1amber oi 
this l aboYat;n y. The investigation undertaken by the author wi 11 ex-
pcrimc:-ltally determine the_hornogcneous nucleation rate as a function 
of sensitive time, supersaturation and telilpP.raturc. 
1-1. _I:_!1st·c~1~cnts _ior !~~~3-~~r~::_[_!:he nucleation rate. Nucleation theory 
specifically predicts the rate of formation of c!roplets as a function 
of supersaturation and temperature. It is the function of experimenta-
tion to verify the essential features of the theory. The nucleation 
rate is such an exceedingly steep function of incre~sing supersaturation 
4 
that, in a rather crude manner of speaking, it exhibits a supersatur-
ation at •··hich the nucleation rate first becomes observable. This has 
become kno1'"n as the Ci"i·tica.Z super;;aturation. Early work di rccted to-
;.:ard the confirmation of nucleation theory was done with the expansion 
cloud charr1bcr h'hic.h Has used to measure the aforeaicntioned c:ci tical 
supersaturation. TI1is technique involved an estimation of droplet con-
centration. Moreover, it was necessary to astimate the nucleation period 
or sensitive time of the cloud chamber in order to convert the observa-
tions to a nucleation rate. Little advance in technique has been re-
ported until recent years. It is improbable that any major developments 
in nucleation theory will evolve until more definitive experimental 
measurements are forthcoming. It is to this end that work in this Jab-
oratory has be\3n d irect~d. 
Several experimental techniques are useful for studying nucleation 
phenomena. Each possesses its 01\'Il characteristic advantages and disad-
vantages. All achieve a state of sup~rsaturation either by adiabatic 
cooling or by nonisothermal vapor diffusion. The expansion cloud cham-
ber c1:1ploys the noni~;othermal diffusion of vapor to produce supersaturation. 
i~ucleation phenomena have been studied by me<~ns of expansion noz-
zle t.;chni<lucs by Rucdy 41 , Wegener 42 and Pouring43 • The nozzle method 
1tas the advantage of providing a steady state observation. Pressure 
is measured as a function of position in the flow stream. Deviations 
from the characterisU c isentropic flow indicate the presence of con-
densation. TI1e complete removal of dust ~nJ ions is impractical, but 
under conditions of rapid product ion of the concH t ion of supersaturation 
suc.h high nucleation rates are achieved that. any contributioa due to 
heterogeneous nucleation is obscured. Because very high nucleation rates 
s 
arc associated Hith very small critical cluster sizes, it is improbable 
that nozzle experiments will be of value in evaluatino a nucleation <~ 
theory which is essentially a precatastrcpic theory. Moreover, it is 
1 ikcly that the liquid drop model breaks do.,.rn for such small cluster 
sizes. 
Th·~ diffusion chamber was invented in 1939 by Langsdorf44 , but it 
was not fully developed until the early 1950's. 45 ,~+6, 47 The gas in the 
upper part of the chamber must be less dense than the gas in the lower 
part of the chamber in order to prevent convection currents. Host ther-
mal diffusion chambers operate with the upper plate at the higher tem-
perature. franc and Herz ~+a first described an inverted diffusion cloud 
chamber, a chamber •.vi th water vapo1- diffusing up from the bottom. A 
v~ry light gas such as hydrogen or helium must be used for the atmosphere 
in order to maintain the stability of the system. Kat~ and Ostermier39 
have used the inverted diffusion chamber to measure the temperature de-
pendencc of the critical supersaturation ratio for a number of vapors. 
Since the determination of the supersaturation is dependent upon an ac-
curate knowledge of the diffusion coefficicr.ts for the vapor through 
the non-condensible gas, they ltave resorted to measuring the diffusion 
coefficients over a wide range of tem0cratures themselves. 
'The primary advantage of the thermal diffusion chamber lies in the 
fact that it is a steady state device. However, the fact that the ther-
modynamic coordinates are changing cor,tinuously as a function of posi-
tion between the parallel chamber plates presents a problem in the 
determination of the state of supersaturation. Moreover, only a thin 
layer of the chamber exists at a state of high supersaturation. The 
thermal diffusion chamber suffers from the disadvantage that it can 
6 
measure only very small nucleation rates cr the so-called critical 
supersaturation. It is most useful for measuring the temperature de-
pendence of the critical supersaturation. 
The expansion cloud chamber is the oldest device used for r:1easur-, 
ing nucleation rates. It was highly developed by nuclear physicists 
for t!"le detection of ionizing particles. ~lore over, it has undergo11e 
additional development in this laboratory as a tool for investigating 
nucleation and condensation phcnomena. 47 - 52 Extensive studies of the 
thermod~1amic characteristics o( the expansion cloud chamber in this 
laboratory and in other laboratories make it the 'best understood of 
all devices available for studying nucleation phenomena. It can yield 
more information than any of the above mentioned instruments. 
Expansion cloud chamber experiments have been customarily designed 
to yield only a measurcme·nt of the critical supersaturation, this is the 
simp lest cxpc::::d ment which can be pej:formed. The definition of the cri ti-
cal su1>ersatu.ration, as it is used by a given investigator, is obviously 
influenced by the geometry of the observation system. Droplet densities 
have either been estimated visually or determined by light sc.attering 
techniques. Nucleation rates are estimated by making an educated guess 
for the sensitive time of the chamber, i.e. that time during \'ihich the 
bulk of the nucleation occurs. 
lhe major advances made in this laboratory arc the continuous 
measu-..-ement of the pressure throughout the expansion c.nd the dcv~lop-
ment of techniques for maintaining almost complete control over the ex-
pansion cycle. With p1·oper instrumentation and automation, the e:xpan-
sion cloud chamber has an overwhelming advantage over other experimental 
methods in that nucleation measurements rr:ay be undertaken as a function 
'1 
of supersaturation, t~n:pera :ure and sensi 1: i ve time. No other instrument 
has been used to rne~sure the depcnd8nce of the nucleation rate upon 
either supersaturation or time. Such diversity of information makes it 
possible to distinguish more clearly between different types of nuclea-
tion schemes. For this reason, the expansion cloud chamber has beEm 
selected for this work. 
CHAPTER Il 
EXPERIHENTAL TEC!L~IQUE 
The cloud chamber used in this work was first put into operation 
in Ha~ch, 1962 and has undergone continuous improvement since that time, 
Fig. 1. Great strides were made in regulating the temperature of the 
cloud chamber. A servo pressure regulation control system was develcped 
which made possible more accurate control over the starting pressure, 
thereby insuring accurate saturation at the starting temperature. A 
mechanical brake was added to the piston guide for damping out piston 
oscillati0ns during the expansion. A program board was installed to 
facil i t~te the interconnection of the programming circuitry to the oper-
ating devices such as valves, lights, recorder, etc. These improvements 
'"ert: initiated in whole or in part by the author and contributed sub-
stantially to the suC'cess of the measurements made during the course of 
this \·JOrk. 
2-1. Te2nJ'Cl'ature control. Allard4 9 used a top to bottom gradient of 
one Centigrade degree in order to eliminate condensation on the top 
glass and side walls of the cloud chamber. It was fcl t that such a 
large gradient should not be necessary and that a gradient of several 
} d tl f l h ld ff · c Packl·'ood 50 , Sr-'nm1· tt 51 , Da,.;barn 52 , 1un re 1s o. a <egrce sou su 1 e. . -
Smith53 and h'hite54 all attempted to reduce the magnitude of the gra-
ient without much success. Before the problem could be properly asses-
sed, a set of thermocouples was constructed and mounted inside the 
cloud chamber. They were spaced one inch apart up the side wall and 
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across the top. Con.pa1·ison of temrcr;:Itures on bClth sides of the top 
glass immediately indicated that there was mor·e than one-half degree 
gradient t~ro~gh the gla~s. Moreover, about one-half degree difference 
in temperature existed between the center and the edge of the viewing 
window, see Fig. 2. Tite addition of another glass plate on top of the 
cloud chamber for added insulation d:id not remedy the problem. Fine 
h~ater wires were stretched across the viewing winc.!ow for independent 
temperature control of the center of the top glass. One-half watt of 
heater power sufficed to eliminate the temperature variation across the 
top gl3SS. 
The vert ica 1 temperature gradient had to be reduced drastically. 
It 1~<1s evidcmt that the top half of the cylindrical Hall was too coo 1. 
·ntis allowed condensation to occur on the walls where the light beam 
from the fiash l<!mps passed through the cylinder. This was very un-
JesirJ.blc because the conclensatio:1 scattered the light beam. Heater 
tap0s were mounted just above the light beam. This tape nearly fil-
led the space hetHeen the clearing field ring and the light beam. 
After a week of adjusting the voltages on the three side heaters and 
two top heaters, good temperature control of the interior chamber was 
achieved. 
As the gradient was brought to less than one-tenth degree, w1even 
ccndcnsation Of.:curr;d at va1·ious parts of the chamber top and sides. 
This lnd.icated that there were gradients across the chambc:r which '"ere 
no~ previously recognized. Before this problem was sol vcd: (a) the 
conv.ection currents from the air conditioner had to be completely baf-
fled from the chamber by draping onc-qua:rter inch rubber sheet around 
the chamber frame and associated plum~ing, (b) extra foam rubber was 
added around .aach of the four sides of the chamber and (c) four separate 
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1. Top class 0.5-:·'-1tt 
t' 1 2. Cha:nber top p1ate 8.0:-ratts 
___ f J. Top side i·.ra1l 2.0~··atts 
4. Center side ;-Iall 1. 5-vratts 
5· Lo~er side wall 1.5watts 
6. Chanber lmrer plate 15•'>Tatts 
7. Chanber bottm1 15.r-r.e>tts 
8. Top cavity heater (each)O-l5;;ratts 
The roon is mnin·:.ainecl 3-7C 0 be1o~·r 
the chanber tenperature. DJ.e to J 
var.{in; conditions, the above -.,;att-
nees are npp~oxi~atc. 
·--------
Fig. 2. Arranr.;e~-:1.en-t of the cloucl chamber h-2aters • 
heaters ~ere added in the top cavity, one on each of the four sides. 
Temperature gradients across the top cavity due to the forced air con-
vection currents from the room air conditioner are eliminated by indi-
vidually adjusting the power input to each of the four heaters. 
Elimination of the cross gradients is best accomplished by lowering 
the gradient and alloHing slight condensation to take place on the top 
glass and sides. Observation of the condensation tells the location 
of the cooler areas. 
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During the regular cycling of the chamber, the temperature of the 
bottom of the chamber drifted out of control. This was due to the heat 
pumping action 0f the cycle. Elimination of this problem consisted of 
installing nm" heaters in the aluminuw plate under the piston and con-
trolling the temperature of the air coming into the rr.anifold system. 
The temperature control during the periods of data taking \~·as not 
quite as good as the tewperature control during the time when the ther-
mo~ouples were installed in the chamber. Temperature control did not 
prove dcpendabl~ enough to use a gradient under 0.05°C and a gradient 
of about 0.1 °C was finally used for c0nvenience. 1ne temperature of 
·the central volume of the cloud chamber in Hhich measurements were be-
ing made was therefore knmm to within the sa;ne a.ccuracy as the water 
temperature, ±0.05°C. 
2-2. _Pres_su.!_: reg~~~-~io~. Leaks always occur in the plumbing under 
the cloud chamber. TI1ese leaks must be counterac!cd by letting excess 
air into the manifold system at a rate which exactly compensates for 
the leaks. Up to the time of this series of experiments, there had 
been no need for the initial pressure regulating system to be adjust-
able. The pressure regulator described by Allard consisted of a 
13 
mercury manometer with platinum wire contacts which controlled a regu-
lator valve. TI1is system was naturally oscillatory; the best regulation 
possi~le after cureful adjustment gave pressure oscillations of about 
2 mmHg. 
In the new control system a pressure transducer takes the place of 
the mercury manometer and a servo motor attached to a variable orifice 
valve, Fig. 3, does the regulating. A trickle of air is continously 
leaked into the manifold system as with the earlier system and the servo 
motor con~rols the valve opening so that the proper leak rate is estab-
lished to rnair.tain a ccnstant pressure. 
Some difficulty was encountered when trying to get the servo sys-
tem to wcrk. \\'hen the servo valve was alloh·ed to pass by the completely 
"open positio1111 and on tr) the completely "closed position" or vice versa, 
an osciUaxing condition occured. With this arrangement control could 
only be established \vhen the system pressure was nearly regulated 
beforehand. Installation of a clutch and stops at the fully opened 
and fu] ly closed pcsitions eliminated this problem so that the servo 
system could ~ring the pressure to regulation from an expansion or com-
pression CO!lfiguration very quickly without disrupting the sense of the 
servo em: trol. 
It was also found that the location of the pressure transducer con-
trolling the servo motor is critical. It must be located in the same 
pressure line as the servo valve and be very close to the orifice in 
order to avoid pressure oscillations. ·me same biasing technique is 
used with this transducer as with the pressure transducer in the sensi-
tive vel ume. The starting pressure may no,.; be held to within one mmllg 
\\'i th practically any vel ume of trickle air leaking in to the manifold 
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syst.:!m. Recovery is so good that recovery times of less than ten 
seconds are required to establish any given pressure. The regulating 
' 
ability of this system seems to be limited only by the capability of 
the pressure transducer. 
2-3. ·me pressure measuring system. TI1e precision measurcm,;nt of the 
---·--··------~---------·-----
pressure in the sensitive volume throughout the e.xpansion is the most 
critical part of a nucleation experiment. If the supersaturation is 
to be determined within one percent accuracy, the pressure must be 
measured to ~d thin one r.unllg. This requires much better resolution 
than can be obtained with an ordinary r~cording <>ystem. The stability 
of all components in the pressure measuring syste~ must be of the order 
of 0.01 percent. The pressure measuring system employed in this work 
was essentially the same as that described by Packwood 5 D. A block dia-
gram of the pr~~ssure measuring system is shown in Fig. 4. 
The pressure transd-:.1ce:· is a one-quarter inch diameter, flush 
diaphragm! strain gauge type pressure transducer. Its diaphragm is 
moUilted nearly flush \.Jith the inside cylindrical wall of the sensitive 
volume. It re::!ds absolute pressure. ·n1e transdw:er is excited by a 
highly isolated transducer power supply which possesses 0.1 micromicro-
farad capaci tan ~e bet \ole en its output and po\ver 1 inc sides. This spcci-
fication i.s ncccssnry to keep the common mode signal to the California 
Instrur:.ents wide band D.C. amplifie1· at a low level. Triply shielded 
twisted pair lead wires arc used to interconnect all the units. Three 
separate mutually insulated shields are necessary to keep the A.C. noise 
level to a mi11imum. It was also necessary to mount the amplifier and 
the isolated power supply as close to the pressure transducer as possible. 
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Fig. lr. Block diar;ram of the pressure neasul"ine system. 
Oscillo~r~nh recorder J 
1-i ~J.rmoapolis Honnyuell . 
raodcl 1508 




In order to obtain the desired accuracy in ti1e recorded pressure 
signal, a typ"' of scale expansion sys tt.m was employed. Approximately 
1.2 volts D.C. signal emerges from the California Instruments amplifier. 
~est of this signal is biased out by a constant D.C. voltage from the 
automatic bias module, having a 0.01 ohm impedence. The remaining 40 
mi 11 i vo 1 ts signal is recorded by a light beam oscillograph. Four dif-
ferent bias levels are provided by the automatic bias module. The 
automatic bias module's circuitry maintains a high level of isolation 
from both power line and chassis ground. The peak to peak noise level 
in the recorded signal corresponds to about 0. 5 rnrnHg. Figs. 5-7 sho\\' 
typical clata output f1·om the oscillogram. 
2-4. Pressure calibration. Pressure calibration was greatly facili-
t~.tted by th€ addition of a Texas Instruments Hodel 145 Pressure gage 
hi th a precision servo nulling readout. This type of gage uses a 
qu::trtz spiral bourdon tube which exhibits no measureable hysteresis 
nnd retains its calibration indefinitely. The servo readout follows 
pressure changes automatically, allowing instant comparison of recorder 
and pressure gage readings. Hysteresis in the cloud chamber pressure 
transducer and in the recorder galvanometers presented a problem. 111e 
calibration of the pressttre transducer had to he accomplished by up-
preaching the desired calibration point in the same manner that the 
cloud ch3mber ;..;ould 1·each that same point in a normal data taking cycle. 
Approximately the same ma~ni tude of pressure excm-s:ion \\'as used in the 
calibration procedure as in the data taking cycle. It is probable that 
some of the difficulties encountered by Allard 4 9 and Schmitt 51 resulted 
from improper calibration procedure. 
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Fig . 6. Sampl e of visicorder data . Galvanomet er sensittvi ty 9. 0mm/in, char t speed 40in/sec. 1-' ~ 
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As the chamber began cycling, the zero offset drifted for <1bout an 
hon:r. It is hcl.icved that this is the result of the establishii'ent of a 
slightly different operating temperature brought ahout by the heat pump-
ing characteristics of the c1oud chamber. Calibrations were run every 
fifteen minutes until three consecutive calibrations, identical to with-
in 0. 3 mrrJlg. , were obtained. Thereafter, the calibration was repeated 
every half hour. Note that by judicous choice of cycle parameters this 
heat pumpinf can be aln,ost eliminated. 5 6 
Since the pressure transducer used a semiconductor strain gage 
element, it is quite sensitive to changes in its ambient temperature. 
It \,·as faun<.! that the equilibrium temperature of the strain gage el e-
rnent was dependent upon the thermal conductivity of the gas used in 
the cloud chamber. The calibrations for different gases differ slightly 
in their zero offset. However, the heat capacity of th~ pressure trans-
ducer was st1fficiently large so that temperatu~e changes during the ex-
pnnsion had a negligible effect on the transducer's calibration. 
2-5. Pl:~-~O~f!ap~1}_<:__technique. In order to determine the nucleation rate, 
the nu;nber c,f droplets per cubic centime:er nust be determined lo'i th con-
sid,~rablc precision after the expansion. 111e necessity for imaging indi-
vidual droplets places strict requir~ments on the illumination system 
and pLctographic technique. Conditions are accurately known only within 
the central region of the scnsi ti ve volume so only this portion is il-
luminatcd by means of a horizontal sheet of light ~1ose vertical thick-
ness is about one centimeter, see Fig. 8. FiPs. 9 and 10 show the -~ 
quality of the collimation of the light beam used in this h'ork. The 
top and bottom edges of the beam exhibited a sharp cutoff in intensity. 
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they are photographed. It was found that ane lamp does not give suf-
ficient illumination. Two lamps were flashed simultaneously on oppo-
site sides of the cloud chamber. Tite total energy input to the lamps 
is about 800 joules. The camera was set eighteen inches above the 
beam. Sufficient intensity and depth of field were obtained with an 
f-stop setting of 3.5. A grid of wires spaced at one centimeter inte~­
vals \.,ras photographed and used for calibration of the field of view of 
the projected film. see Plate 1. 
11t::!re is an optimum time for photographing the droplets after 
they arc nucleated. Droplet growth is dependent upon several factors 
which were varied Juring the course of the experiment, namely super-
saturation and the transport characteristics of the inert gas. TI1e 
optimum time for photographing the droplets was experimentally dcter-
J:~-;..ned in ea(:h case. Growth times varied from 0. OS second in hel itun u.t 
high tem?eratures to nearly half a second in argon at low temperatures. 
Plates 2 and 3 show typical homogeneous nucleation for several different 
droplet densities. 
An [inomoly showed up in the photographs which was not expected. 
Droplets photographed at precisely the time they are coming into visible 
size form rather large diffraction rings on the photograph. Pictures 
taken slightly later have sharply focused images. This is probably a 
case of Fraunhofer diffraction through the lens. A calculation assuming 
Fraunhofer diffraction gives droplet size of the order of ten microns 
which is the size calculated from the droplet growth computer program. 
It oppears that this technique could be used to determine the droplet 
growth rate for an accurate verification of the droplet growth law, see 
Plate 4. 
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Plate 1. Grid used for ca l ibrating the camera magnification . A 1 em. 
grid made from . 4 mil tun gsten .wire is pl aced in the sensitive 
vc lume of the ch.'lmber <md 1 ;ho"t.Of:.rrapl ~ ed. 
Plate 2. Nucleation . Examples of typical data are shown with the same 
magnification as the grid in Plate 1. Upper 250 drops/cm3 , 
lower 140 drops/cm3. 
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Plate 3. Nucleation. Examples of typical data are shown with the same 
magnification as the grid in Plate 1. Upper 42 drops/cm 3, 
lower 2.5 drops/cm3 . 
28 
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Plate 4. Diffraction from small droplets . 111e upper picture shows drop -
lets as they appear when small enough to give noticeable dif-
fraction rings on the film. The l ower picture sho1vs the same 
droplets 0.1 sec l ater . 
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Another strange effect showed up on the film developed on Feb. 8, 
1968. Between so:ne of the frames where the c:J.me1·a stopped, lines of 
static electricity or something similar sensitized the film. There is 
no shutter in the camera and the lines seem to have been catalyzed by 
1 ight reflected onto the film. The static electricity i tsclf was prob-
ably the result of strains induced into the emulsion by the motion of 
the film. During this particular data run the room and consequently 
the camera was maintained at 40°F. The atmosphere in the room was very 
dry. TI1is particular combination of physical conditions is probably 
responsible for the effect. A developed print of this effect is shown 
compared with a normal print in Plate 5. 
2-5 .1. Due to the very small area of the im3ges, 
much denser blackening is required than in the case of ordinary photo-
graphy. Pareovcr, grays arc of no interest so that a fast, high contrast 
film can be employed. A degree of over development rna terially increases 
con~rast and thereby the effective film speed. A wide range of results 
can be obtained \dth different film and developer combinations. Film 
and developer combin2tions which yield high speed and high contrast tend 
to yield a large grain size in the developed film. If the grain size 
becorne3 too large, the effective image diameter is increased. 
Virtually all interesting film and developer combinations have been 
invcs tigatf:d in chis laboratory, carefully noting the effective rei ati vc 
speeds and the maxin.um obtainable rC'solution. It Na~ found that Eastman 
Kodak Li~ograph Shellburst film developed in Acufine film devel0pcr made 
by Baumann Photo-Chemical Corp. gi vcs the greatest relative speed <!S we 11 
as a fine grain size. Eastman Kodak Tl·i-X is not quite as fast arod gives 
considerably larger grain size. 
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Plate 5. Static . Stresses in the emulsion of the film under certain con-
ditions when developed display a lightning like effect which 
seems to be catalyzed by light. These are frames exposed dur-
ing the waiting interal between expansions. This effect is 
shown compared to a normal frame. 
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A seven minute developing time is used in full stren~t!1 developer 
at 20°C. i\n 18 minute developing time is used in half strength deve 1-
oper at 20°C ~hen the Sikor developing m~chine is used. 
2-6. TI1e lil8chanical Brake. During the nor~al operation of the cloud 
chamber, the piston is in free suspension between the upper and lower 
gas volumes. Such a system is oscillatory. The original design of the 
cloud chamber used a hole plate suspended in the water voluJiie for damp-
ing the piston oscillations. Although the hole plate did reduce the 
"-
1aves in the surface of the liquid pool, it Has inefficient as a lbmping 
mechanism. A solenoid operated brake was connected to the guide cylinder. 
It was o:dginally designed so that the braking action could be electri-
cally controU cd. Ho1.;ever, it was f01.md that it could be adjusted for 
a constant slight drag which was sufficient to critically damp the pis ton. 
Small oscillations in the rubber diaphragm were unavoidable. The re-
maining oscillations were so small, however, as to be insignificant. 
2-7. Pro_g_?:·c.~ boar~. A programming patch board was added to the cloud 
ch.~mber jn order to facilitate the programming of different experiments, 
see Plate 6. It was hoped that this l·:ould reduce the dNm time required 
for reprogramming and add to programming versi ti1 i ty. The program board 
contains 1632 contacts. These are used to interconnect the timing units 
with the control apparatus of the clo~1d chaniber. A sequencing unit was 
installed in conjt:ncticn with the program ho:1rd. 11lis allows a sequence 
of up to ten expansions, each of \~hich can be di ffercnt. t-1orcover, a 
numbering system for the photographs is provided. 'I11e entire instal-
lat ion consists of more than 10,000 conncc tions and three mil cs of wire. 
A patchboard is wired for each type of experiment. As long as the 
patchboard remains intact, the experiment may be repeated at any time. 
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Plate 6. Program board. A rear view of the program board is shown . 
The patchboard used for the author ' s d3ta i s in place. 
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If two different experiments can use the same cloud chamber cc~figur-
ation, the approp1·iate program board may be installed and in ~ JT.attcr 
of minutes that experiment can be underway. This system makes more 
efficient use of the cloud chamber facility. It is also possible for 
several different cloud chambers te,:, be run at al te:rnate tiJTles using 
the same electronic control system and data processing equipment. 
2-8. Purifi-.ation of the water. For homogeneous nucleation rate meas-
urcments from supersaturated vapor, every effort r.mst be made to obtain 
the purest possible vapor so that one may be reasonably assured that 
the 11ucleation is indeed homogeneous and not influenced by impurities. 
The puri ficaticn of \vater is hampered by the fact that it is an almost 
"perfectn s·.)lvcnt. Under normal conditions water is saturated t..tith sil-
icates, various metal ions, and all atmosp}H~r ic gases including carbon 
dioxide. Water has such an affinity for impurities that freshly <.Us-
tilled water left open to the atmosphere for a few minutes will not pass 
conductivity tests for purity. This is due mainly to dissolved gases. 
Since the nucleation rate studies were to be done with water vapor 
in an atmosphere of a pure rare gas, a special purification procedure 
had to he ~.levi sed to provide pure \vater free f~tom not only dissolved 
solids and liquids, but free from contaminating gn5~S. Titese gases 
might affect d ther the v~lpor pressure or bonding characteristics of 
the vapo:L' ma!cculcs and modify the nucleation rate. 
Variou.5 methods of purification were considered, including io11 ex-
change teclmiques jn conjunction with distillation. The final c:onclusion 
reached was that distillation is the most effective means of obtaining 
very pure water, provided that several stages are used ~ith each stage 
performing a different function. 
General distillation procedure was worked out 1vith the aid of 
D~ James L. Kassner, Sr., an expert in the field. 
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The first operations 1vere devoted to eliminating organic co~rpounds 
since ther,e in!purities were deemed to be the least d~sirable, the most 
likely to contaminate the vapor and the hardest to rer:10ve. One should 
keep in mind that the amount of a substance present doesn't have to be 
large in order to have a great number of molecules present. For i~stance, 
a tolerably good vacuum of lo- 6 torr still has ten billion molecules per 
o.;hic centimeter. Compared to normal operating pressure, this level of 
impurity :eprese::-:1ts <1bout lxlo- 7 per cent at a total pressure of c.ne 
atmos1Jhere and only one impurity atom for each 10 7 water molecules. 
Kc>cping :i.J•pm· i ty :i cvcls down to just a few molecules per critical em-
bryo beco;ro::s h•possib le and one must settle for the grca test di 1 uti on 
of impurities pcssihle. 
Ordi1,ary distilled water contains some organic matter. Tap water 
\.;as \.!sed a:> the starting ,.,.ater since it requires no less treatment for 
purification then ordinary distilled water. Potassium perffianganate 
(ten grams per liter) with enough potassium hydroxide to assure an alka-
line soluti_on (PH of about e or 9) was added to the water and left 
standing :n five gallon glass stoppered jugs for a few days. This sol u-
tion was then cooked for twelve hours and refluxed for twelve hours 
(that is boiled and recondensed into the same flask) in such a way that 
any volatile gases had ample opportunity to escape. Cooki11g and rcflux-
ing are done so that all of the organic compounds arc broken up either 
into volatile gases which escape or else inf:o nonvolatile compounds 
which arc removable by distillation. Carbon ends up as potassium car-
bonate provided there is sufficient potassium hydroxide in tlte solution. 
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This liquid was then distilled through a two stage continuously running 
still at about one-fourth liter per hour, see Fig. 11 and Plate 7. 
It should be noted that the water was taken through the distil-
lation apparatus beginning with twenty gallon batches. The first few 
liters as well as the last few liters, from each batch at each stage 
were discarded in the sense that the water was not kept as pure water 
but used for cl caning bottles and flasks, sec Fig 12, and other such 
procedures !'lecessary to the successful operation of the stills. This 
tecl1nique requires that four gallons of water start through the still 
to get one gallon of pure water out. 
This permangnate solution was distilled and redistilled immed-
iately after refluxing. Both stills were then dismantled and thor-
oughly cleaned so that the second stage of purification could begin. 
A very small a~~unt of phosphoric acid (ten ml in 3000 ml) was added 
to the fj rst still and the entire batch run through the stills in the 
sam<" manner that the permanganate solutions Has run through the still. 
!Jhosphoric acid was added to form insoluable phosphates of the heavier 
elements present and to make the solution acid. 
It is not commonly known, but very pvre '"a ter has a tendency 'to 
superheat. Boiling beads of many different materials \:ere tried. With-
out a single exception, either the substance did not aid the boiling or 
interacted with the water and dissolved. Substances tried included 
ceramic beads, glass beads, carbon chips, various stainless steels covar 
metal alloy and other materials. Covar worked nicely but dissolved very 
quickly. Pure nitrogen works very well as a nucleating agent '~hen slowly 
bubbled through the 1 iquid in the boiling flask. This method was pro-
hibited in this experiment, however, since the purification had to elimi-
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Plate 7. First stage stil l . The arrangement of the first stage stil l 
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Fig. 12. ·~thocl of rinsing [lass~rare. 7te flask is rinsed 
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a systc1:1 of steam generators had to be devised to keep the "·atcr in 
the stills agitated 1dth superheated steam in order that purification 
beyond the first stage could he used with any degree of success, see 
Fig. 13. 
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The steam generator is simply a glas~ tube inserted in tr.c boiling 
flask, dra~n out to a point, bent into a double U shape and wrapped with 
a nichrome heater. A head of water is kept on the generator by con-
densing a small amount of water into the generator tube before it gets 
to the cor.densing column. TI1is head is kept from flowing in to the boil-
ing flask by the nichrome heater h'hich is adjustcJ so that about 200°C 
steam only enters the boiling flask. 
No stcan generator ever failed in service and they h·ere kept in 
continuous operation for a period of two months which attests to the 
dependability of the steam generators. \\'hen distilling in the final 
stages of distillation, the need for the steam generators can be dra-
matically demonstrated by shutting off one and ~atching the temperature 
in the boilir,g flask rise degree by degree 1-:ith no boiling. This is 
a dangerous procedure because the great amount of energy stored in the 
\'o'a ter is rell:'asP.d with explosive force when boi 1 ing does begin again. 
When a bubble of steam comes to the surface jn the boiling flask, 
it bursts and sprays tiny water droplets in all directions, some of 
which are light enough to be carried into the condensing column. Smith 53 
has shown that evaporating droplets do not evaporate completely. This 
is probably due to surface active materials which are concentrated in 
the surface. Thus, small re-evaporation nuclei which form as the result 
of the evaporation of sprays can effectively transport low vapor pres-
sure organic materials through a still. This action effectively cancels 
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Fig. 13. The steam generator. 
It was fouad that this problem could be effectively overcome by using 
small stainless steel chips closely pa~keJ in an 18 inch column above 
the bo i 1 ing flask. 
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This method is especially effective when enough cooling is pro-
vided on the column containing the stainless steel chips so that suf-
ficient water is condensed on the cl~ips to continuously \-.·ash them 
clean. Resultant distill::~.tion rates are consequently lo\,·cred. The 
nuclei leaving the boiling pot are taken out by the chips of the column 
packir.g by both inpaction and diffusion. !Jnp::tction requires a fin i tc 
flO\~ velocity and sharp edged plates while diffusion requL:-cs time <md 
a sn;all diffusion distance. 'I11e distillation rate was about OJl<::-fourth 
liter per hour. 
A co:-:mre:·c1al Corninp. still was modified for use <'.S an intermediate 
dist.ill~1t~.on unit before the \·:atcr was put into the final stage, s~e 
Plate 8. TI1e final stage is designed to remove the last traces of at-
mospheric gases. TI1is intermediate distillation was considered neces-
sary because the water was of necessity kept in ordinary glc:ss jugs 
after the fir~t two distillation stages. 
TI1e final stage of the distillation is not a continuous operation 
but a batch operation. TI1is stage has a five gallon flask, so that a 
reasonable batch may l>c processed, see Plate 9. A single batch of this 
size suffices for any cloud chamber experiment yet devised in this 
laboratory. Water is continuously boiled and reconJcnscJ in the final 
stage while maintaining the pressure ::~.t fi;re to ten pounus above atmo-
spheric pressure. Gases dissolved in the water arc released as the 
temperature rises ru1d are allowed to leak out through a small capillary 
leak. This action is continued for two or three days or until about one-
fourth of the water is lost to the atmosphere. For an operation of this 
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Fig. 14. Third stnce still. 
Plate 9. Third stage st i.ll. The l ot-·er part of the third stage still i s 
shown. The packed column i s en the l eft, the temperature 
sensor is in the center and the pressure sensor is out of the 
picture on th~ right. 
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type, continuous automatic pressure and temperature scns5nr ~rc required 
to maintain safe operation. The pressure stays f~irly con,:;t:tnt ht?c:wse 
the tempcratUl·e is l1eld t:o a preset value of approxir:J;,tely l03°C. 
Distillation from the final stage was done directly into a five 
gallon jug containing a helium 3.tmosphere. There is r.o reason, hm:ever, 
the distillation could not be done directly into a vacuum bottle so that 
all gases are eliminated and the purest possible .... ·atcr obtabc<!. Since 
the final distillation occurs in the cloud chamber, the materials dis-
solved from the glass are not troublesome. If the glass jugs 3re used 
for the sait1e purpose for some time they may eventually become very clean. 
A system of more automatic operation of the first stafCS th~n h~d 
been use~ is currently being incorporated into the system. Improvc~cnts 
include automatic filling and temperature control of the first stage 
stills. Other im1)rovenents include continuous con(hcti'.:ity ~nd periodic 
Jllass spe•:tor,raphic chec!:s of purity. There is evt:!ry reason to bcli~ve 
that this disti 11 at ion system is very effective. 
2-9. ~E_CJ_)_:l~~~tion of the chamber. The process of readying the cloud 
chamber for a rartic.ular data run begins several days in adv<tncc of the 
data taking process itself. Assuming that all equipr,,cnt is in operating 
condition, the chamber is thermostated at the desired tcr.iperature. Room 
temperature r..ust be k~pt five to ten Fahrcnhei t deg.rt:cs 1:-elOh' the ch:u::bcr 
temperattn:e for proper ·.::hermal regulation. Air t<,nks T!lUSt be r.t:1intai11ed 
at a tE-mperature ncar that of the cloud chamber. Otherwise too much 
heat is pur11pcd into or out of the lm-:er drive chamber for !;OOll temper-
ature stabi 1i ty. Some adjustment of heater controls is usually rcqni red 
to maintain proper heat input. The constant temperature bath which is 
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used as a thcrmocotlple reference is usually Tl'Ll i 11 tained with in one-half 
degree of the clouJ chamber temperature. These thermocouples are used 
to thermcstat the cloud chamber. 
In order to assure gas purity, the cloud chamber is flushed sev-
eral times immediately before each data run. This procedure eliminated 
gaseous impurities which may have diffused from the glass walls or the 
water. If a change in the gas type was made, flushing was done on two 
consecutive days prior to operation of the chamber. This alJ O\.YCd time 
for the former gas to diffuse out of the water pool in the chamuer. 
Even though it would have been desirable to use new water for 
each set of data, this was not possible because of the difficulty in 
changing the water in the chamber. No check was made of water purity 
after the wat~r was in the cloud chamber, but because of the close 
agreement of the data taken at widely spaced intervals, it is helievcd 
that neither water purity or gas purity affected the nucleation rates 
measurably during the course of the entire experiment. As dis~ussed 
in the section on water purification, there is Jittle hope of having 
an atmosphere ....-hich is completely free of gaseous impurities. Since 
the author's data corresponded so well with that of the other research-
ers in this laboratory who used various means of water purification, 
it is fell: that ~.;ater purity is not a problem in these experiments. 
2-10. Jhe _clo_::~ _ _:-hO:_li2.:_?er program. For the measurement of ho!Tlogcneous 
nucleation rates, the cloud chamber is programmed a~ sb)\\"n in Fig. 15. 
Expansion AB requires about 0.2 sec. The interval BC c<:n be varied 
from 0.01 sec. to about 1. sec. The slight compression CD reduces the 











Aftc1.· the droplets have had ample time to grow to photor;raphable size, 
the xenon flash is triggered and the druplet density is photogrophed. 
An electrostatic clearing field of 80 volts per em. is used to 
sweep out ions which are produced in the cloud chamber between expansions. 
The clearing fjcld is turned off just prior to the onset of condensation. 
Any tracks which are formed during the sensitive time of the chamber 
appcnr as CDs:i.ly r.::cogni zable ion tracks. Such tracks are carefully 
avoided when drop counts are made. Therefore, the data presented in 
the course of this work is not biased by the presence of ions. 
Two cleaning expansions were used between data expansions to 
insure that re-evaporation nuclei had been eliminated. The second 
cleaning expansion was photographed in order to determine the background 
level. Except for additional sophistication in the experimental tech-
nique, the method employed is basically the same as that employed by 
Allard'+9. 
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CHAPTER I II 
CLOUD CHAI>JBER TJIER~!ODYNAmCS 
The most important piece of information to be extracted from the 
data for a cloud chamber expansion is the state of supersaturation of 
the atmosphere as a function of time during those parts of the cloud 
chamber cycle when nucleation is taking place. i\'hcn the cloud chamber 
was used as a particle detector for high energy nuclear physics, the 
supersaturation needed to be controlled with only moderate accuracy 
so that drop formation occurred only on ions and an exact knO\dedge 
of the state of supersaturation was not necessary. In addition, it was 
useful to know for l'>'hat period of time the cloud chamber \.;as actually 
sensitive to the ions. Experiments measuring homogeneous nucleation 
rates and droplet growth are critically dependent upon an exact know-
ledge of the supersaturation as a function of time during the cloud 
chamber cycle. 
There is no w:1y to directly ~casure the water vapor content of 
the cloud chamber atwosphere during an expansion. The cloud chamber 
establishes a state of supersaturation by means of an adiabatic ~x­
pansion as shown in Fig. 16. In the initial condition a concondensible 
gas is satvrated with water vapor at temp~rature T1. Tl1e dashed line 
shows tlte course taken by an adiabatic expansion. At a repre~entivc 
time the 1~ater vapor pressure has been reduced from P1 to Pz by the 
expansion itself. The temperature has dropped from T1 to T2. The 
equilibrium vapor pressure corresponding to T2 is P~ so that the 
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Fig. 16. Creatio~ of supers~t~rQtion in helium and ~ater vapor by means of 




3-1. HeasJ~~·ing_ temperature directly. It had been hoped that em in-
strument could be developed which would measure temperature with suf-
ficient speed and accuracy to permit its use in the cloud chamber. In 
recent years fine wire bolometers and fine wire thermocouples have been 
available which are seemingly fast enough to measure temperature accu-
rately in an expandjng gas. However, in a moist gas condensation occurs 
on the therrr.ocouple, liber:1ting the latent heat of condensation. The 
wet thermocouple tends to approach the equilibrium temperature T2 shown 
in Fig. 16. The exact temperature of the the·rrnocouple will depenJ upon 
the rate: cf ch:m:;:;e of conJi tions in the cloud chamber and upon the sur-
face properties of the water film on the thermocouple. Moreover, surface 
conditions do n0t reproduce nicely and even this condensation does not 
take place reproducibly. TI1e prospects for overcoming these effects are 
not favor0hle so that ull temperature data must be ohtaii1ed from other 
sources -.·hen the cloud chamher is in a supersaturated stote. 
3-2. !<e_l._~~~j ~-!:_tx_~~~~ uJre_ measurements. Packwood 50 has shown that cal-
culations of temperature made from volume expansion ratios give erroneous 
results. This can be readily understood in terms of the thermodynamic 
processes takine place in the cloud chamber. During the expansion the 
walls of ti1c apparatus 1.·emain at temperature T1, Fig. 16. Since the 
interior gas is at a much lower temperature, T2 , and since the \;et cloud 
ch::un1Jer walls would h3.'/e to be at tcr:1perature Tz in order to be in equi-
librium with the existing vapor density, P2 , the rapid diffusion of both 
heat and vapor t<Jkes place from the wet chamber surfaces while only the 
diffusion of heat takes place from the dry chamber surfaces. The net ef-
fce;t is that boundary layers (affected by diffusion processes) expand and 
thereby produce a compressive effect at the interior of the chamber. 
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·;·he sensitive volume of the cloud char.1ber as a whole is nonuniform and 
it ~akcs no sense to talk about the adiabaticity of the whole volume. 
!11 fact, volume measurements are useless because the computational com-
plexity of dealing with the real nonuniform gas situation is unduly great. 
If the expansion process is slow enough so that shock waves are not 
created, the pressure throughout the system \d 11 evcryHhere be the same. 
~!arcover, diffusion processes arc inherently slow so that a finite time 
is required for the central regions of the cloud chamber to be sensibly 
affected, Figs. 17 and 18. Even though the compressive effect has been 
active, the center of the chamber remains truly isentropic until actual 
diffttsion reaches these regions in perceptible magnitude. 
Ordinarily, the final temperature is calculated from one of the 
ideal gas relationshjps for a constant entropy process. 
= constant (3-1) 
= constant 
TP(l-Y)/Y = constant 
The first two involve the volume and are not useful where great accuracy 
is required. Defore using the last equation, however, an appropriate 
gamma for the couation must he knO\vn. Since the cloud chamber operates 
with a gas mixture, the difficulty in finding an appropriate gamma is 
magnified even more than for a single component gas system, Packwood 50 
does a thorough analysis of error propagation and concludes that an er-
ror of 0.06 in the supersaturation (at a supersaturation of 5.0) pro-
duces an error of 1009.; in the nucleation rate. This can he caused by 
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3-3. ~lethod of Richarz. Therefore, if the thi:cd of Eqs. (3-1) is to 
be employed, a gamma Hhich is averaged over the range of thcrr.1odynariliC 
coordinates must be employed. ~let hods for surmounting this difficu1 ty 
are discussed in the fo1loh'ing section. Richarz 55 derived a relation-
ship for determining the composite gamma of a system of th'O noninter-
acting gases \vhen the respective partial pressures and gamTilas are kno•-m. 
The following is a variation of the translation of his procedure as 
given by Laby 7. 
Assign a mass of 1 to the mixture so that each component is 1-JJ 
ancl JJ respectively. Let the densities by p, p 1 , p" 1~hich arc under-
stood to be measured under standard conditions. The specific heats 
1 C C I c" d tl t · f t~ · f · 1 t at constant vo ume are v• v' v' an 1e ra 10 o ·ne spcc1 1c ,c-a s 
y, y 1 und y". 
Conservation of energy requires 
c = c I ( 1-l.l) + l.IC" = c I + ll ( C" -C I ) 
v v v v v v 
TI1e specific volume of the mixture is 
1 1 
= - (1-l.l) p pi 
Let r C 1 C" be the specific heats at constant pressure 
··p, p, p -
c p c v 
(K= constant) 
since M is proportional to p, and R and J are constant 













~ow eliminate f.! jn Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3) 
Cv(p"-p') = (p-p')p"C~ + (p"-p)p'C~ (3-6) 
and by Eq. (3-5) 
(3-7) 
'Illis equation looks at first sight to be most adaptable to the 
conditions of cloud chamber work. The problem which arises is that 
gamma (even for the most ideal gas, helium) is a function of the ther-
modynamic co-ordinates to such an extent that it is not constant over 
the range of even a typical 30° expansion. 
3-4. Te_rnj~er_:-~_tul?_?_-entropy diag_ram method. Accurate temperature c<'lcu-
lations have been made using a method devised by SchmittSl and D<n~barn52. 
This method makes use of the temperature-pressure-entropy diagrams for 
the individual components of the gas. The expected temperature change 
during the expansion is determined by interpolating between isob<1.rs on 
a line of constant entropy. This temperature cl-,ange allows one to cal-
culate a gamma which is automatically averaged over the thermodynamic 
co-ordinates (sometimes referred to as an effective adiabatic index). 
1he formula of Richarz is then used to calculate the composite adiaba-
tic index. Titis procedure neglects the entropy of mixing and the ex-
change of energy bet,,·een the cornponen t gases. As a result the method 
gives good results only \vhcn one of the gases is the dominant species. 
Another method which should be even more accurate involves making 
a composite entropy diagram for the gas mixture and finding the temper-
ature directly from the diagram. lhis latter method has the serious 
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drawback iu that these composite entropy diagrams arc V£ry cumhcrsome 
to make and a new diagram is needed every time the initial temperature 
is changed since the mole fraction of vapor changes with temperature. 
In addition, this method is not adaptable for use with a high speed 
digital computer so all work has to be done by hand. 
3-5. Corrparison of methods of temperature determination. All temperature 
calculations ultimately come from an equation of state for the gas. Equa-
tions of state use three variables to completely describe the gas. Cloud 
chamber expansions are adiabatic so one of the variables used IJ'Ust be 
entropy. It may be set equal to a constant during the calculation. 
Derivations of these equations are given in standard thermodynamics 
texts.5 7 ,58 Pressure, temperature and entropy <.re the variables chosen 
when pressure is measured during the cloud chamber expansion. 
Tiw most accur~l te method is that \oJhich in tcgra tcs directly the 
equation 
ds = cp d~ - (~~l dP 
p 
(3-8) 
This equation refers to one mole of a single gas. For a gas mixture 
the mole fractions n 1 and n2 are used Hhere n1+n 2 :-:l and the total cnt-
ropy change is the sum of the individual entropy changes. 
(3-9) 
During an expansion 
(3-10) 
A numerical solution of this equation including the most accurate values 
of the heat capacities and compressibilities, (aV/3T) , has been used to p 
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providt~ calculations of tcn1perature. Calculations of temperature using 
Ri ch<1rz 's r11ethod for average gamma as described by Kassner and Schm.i t t 3 7 
were also used and compared with the results of the preceding method. 
It ls concluded that there is essentially no difference in the results 
obtained with the two methods. 
h1wn i1nr.1ediate calculations are needed and no col'lputing machine 
is available, the graphical method of temperature determination is use-
ful. This makes the graphical method very adaptable to uses involving 
Aitken nu;; lei counters because of the independence from office machines. 
The course of a perfectly adiabatic expansion is a vertical line 
on the entropy diag.cam. Latent heat is e<:~.sily accounted for through the 
dcfini tion of entropy d s=dQ/T. ~\ihcn using air, there is so 1 it tle dif-
ference in the diagram with a small mole fraction change that small 
changes in the mole fraction due to droplet growth are negligible. 
Use of this technique complete with droplet growth corrections is 
outlined in detail by Kassner59 et al. Refering to the diagram, Fig. 
19, the expansion begins at the top of the diagram preceded straight 
down to point A where a correction is made for vapor depletion (negli-
gibly small at this time). At points B and C the corrections for latent 
heat begin to be sizable. An excessively large droplet concentration, 
10,000 droplets per cm3 was assumed in the calculation to make the ef-
fects show up vividly. Comparison of this method \d th the exact inte-
gration technique sho.i-JS essentially no differ(;nce in accuracy. 
In conclusion, any of the three basic methods of temperature cal-
culations may be used with ccnfidence. Each has its adv~mtages and 
disadvantages depending upon the ~ltuation. Richarz's method for aver-
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Fig. 20. Determination of the True Tempera-
ture by the Entropy Method. The Diagram Cor-
responds to the Expansion Shown In Fig.19. 
depletion effects are ncgl ig:i blc. The graphica 1 tech.1 iquc rcqui n;s a 
tedious plotting of a new cntl·opy diagram for each new wole ratio, but 
is very adaptable where no calculating machines arc available an~ where 
the same initial conditions are used. The ex&ct numerical integration 
technique is not adaptable to hand calculations, but is the only method 
easily programmable for large computing mac.:hines \\'hen taking all cor-
rections into account. It appears that all three techniques will con-
tinue to be used as each has its oHn range of usefulness making it 
uniquely adaptable to a given situation. 
Use of temperature entropy diagrams requires knowledge of entropy values 
to quite high accuracy. These values have ordinarily been ~erived by 
differentiating the equation of state which is risky at best. 1~cre is 
not and has been no doubt that the accuracy of these e~uations of state 
is quite good. TI!e following question arises. Since the derived func-
tions such as heat capacity and entropy are obtained by taking f!rst 
and second order derivatives, just what accuracy is retained in these 
derived functions? F. DinGO rrost aptly states the proble:ll in his work 
on argon: 
The first differential coefficient was difficult enough to 
derive e-.·en with nominJl accuracy whilst values derived for 
the second differential co-efficient were uncertain in the 
extreme. It was decided to perservere and values of 
(~~] ' p and 
were derived, tabulated and smoothed, values of Cp, entropy 
and enthalpy were then calculated by integration and it was 
immediately apparent that they \\·erf! untenable. They shov;cd 
considerable irregularities when plotted and were in no sense 
systematic. 
Considering that the data for argon is perhaps the rr,ost accurate 
and consistent of that for any gas, also that argon is the most ideal 
of all gases after helium and neon, it is not difficult to imagine in-
consistencies arising in the entropy tables. 
It was decided that in order to obtain good results with nuclea-
tion work, dependable data on the various gases in the cloud chamber 
must be obtained. TI1e aim was to take sufficient data to check the 
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existing data. It was felt that the accuracy that could be obtained 
~ith static measurements was not better than had been obtained by other 
experimenters, for L1s tance in the case of argon at Lei den by Cromme 1 in 
and Onnes 61 and coworkers, at Reichsanstalt by Ilobborn,62 by ~lasson63,64 
and COI\Orkers, at the Van der Walls laboratory by ~lichels 65 and COI'>'orkers 
and by Dridgman 66 • 67 . Therefore, a means was sought to exploit the ad-
vantages of the cloud chamber. Data would not be taken recording pres-
sure, volume and temperature, but recording only pressure and tcrPpera-
ture during a constant entropy process. Data of this type plotted on a 
temperature entropy diagram, should yield a vertical line if our results 
are consistent with the diagram. 
The rc::1aining question is, just what sort of ac.;uracy must an ex-
pcrimcnt provide so that th;) data obtained is of equal or better quality 
than the pu·~)Jished data. A true error analysis of published data is dif-
ficult to carry out. One can judge, however, from the number of signifi-
cant figures published in a table, the confidence with which an author 
rates his calculations. This confidence is expressed by publishing one 
more significant figure than the accuracy of the computations would 
indicate. This is a necessary evil, however, in order that internal 
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consistency might be obtained. Using this criterion, the data taken 
should exceed the accuracy of published data if pressure measurements 
are maintained to an acr.uracy of 0.5 mmllg and temperature m8asurements 
to 0.05 C0 • 
With very littJ~ modification, the Wilson expansion chamber of 
this laboratory m&y be used for making thermodynamic measurements. 
Temperature and pressure are recorded during an expansion or comprcs-
sian of a gas tmder conditions of constant entropy. These measurements 
must be made with extreme accuracy and speed. 
3-6.1 A new cloud chamber was constn1cted 
for this vork. It has the advantage of a larger available piston wotion 
so that sizable volume ratios might be obtained without partially filling 
the sensitive volu:r.e with water. 
AsseLJ1)ly of the new cloud chamber was done with the greatest care. 
Every bolt, nut and screw was cleaned with the same care that one \·:ould 
usc in a hospital surgical room. The sensitive volume was exposed only 
to the rubber diaphram, 0-ring seals, stainless steel and glass. 
In order that no water vapor or other volatile material enter the 
chamber, a dry ice and acetone cold trap was installed in the inlet line 
to the sensitive volume. This cold trap was kept in operation at all 
times Ju1·ing the period from assembly of the chamber to the completion 
of the d2.ta taking. Each time a new gas or gas mixture \<las used, a 
flushing opera tlon was performed .,.;hi ch virtu:'!lly eliminated a 11 traces 
of the .former gas. A vacuum pump was used to remove a::. much g3s as 
possible. New gas was then run into the chamber so that the final pres-
sure was about three atmospheres. 1his gives a flushing action wh~reby 
three-fourths of the gas is removed each time so that the remaining gas 
of the former kind after filling is about t\,·cnty- fi vc percent of the 
total. Usually eight flushing operations of this type ~o.·cre pcrfon:1ed 
for each gas exchange with the result that the purity of the gas as it 
came from the cylinder ~as the determining factor in its purity in the 
cloud chamber. 
A pressure transducer such as is used in this laboratory has a 
natural frequency of 40,000 llert z. The oscillograph galvanometers 
have the slowest response of any component in the pressure detection 
system with a flat response from zero to 240 cycles per second (I!eiland 
type J1·i400-120, 8. 62 !--IV I in, undamped natural frequency 4 00 cycles per 
second). Amplifier frequency response is good enough that no differ-
ence in gain is noticed for a d.c. signal or a ten kilocycle signal. 
TI1e net result of the pressure detection system is that pressure3 arc 
1ncasured to ±0.02 percent accuracy with a time response which is short 
compared to anything happening in the cloud chamber. 
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The thermocouple employed in these measurements was designed to 
minimize thermal pe:rtuhations due to the thermocouple itself while main-
taining the lowest possible resistance. The thermocouple is shown in 
Fig. 21 and its position in the cloud chamber in Fig. 22. It is neces-
sary to maintain the lm .. ·est possible resistances for the thermocouple 
element since the nuise level at the output of the amplifier is roughly 
proportional to the input impcdence. In the case of ciJromd-;:1lumel the 
output is of the order of forty microvolts per degree centigrade. In 
order to read a temperature to one-hunJreth of a degree, it is there-
fore necessary to knO\"" the vol tagc coming from the thermocouple to bet-
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Considering tho..twide band d.c. amplifiers generally have a noise 
level referred to the input of the order of tens of :11icrovol ts it is 
easy to sec the diff1culty in trying to accurately read an output sign~l 
to one microvolt. The r-rodel 3101 California Instruments amplifiers used 
in this laboratory have a rated noise level of seven microvolts refer-
enced to input. Four amplifiers were available so a complete check of 
each '"as m::tde to determine ~"~1ich had the lm.,rcst noise level in the cir-
cuit configuration used with the thermocouple. 1ne amplifiers \,·ere run 
in the potentiometric mode since it showed consistently lower noise 
levels than the differential mode. 
Noise level tests with shorted input "'ere made and recorded for 
each amplifier. It turned out that tt.·o of the aJT!plifiers just met 
specifications l'ihile h·o were significantly better. Of the other two, 
one had a noise level of five microV•)l ts peak to peak. TI1e thermocouple 
us•::-d has a resistance of apprl)Xir:.~ately 390 ohms. This value of carbon 
~~r~s:istor was then placed across the input of each amplifier <1nd a C"hcck 
made on the noise level. As expected. the noise level was higher, but 
only by about two microvolts in the case of the lower noise amplifier. 
A triply shielJcd twisted pair cable 25 feet long was constructed which 
has three 95 percent ccvcrap,c shields. This cable was attached to the 
amplifier input and shorted, at the other end. Shorted at the end, it 
gave practically no noise increase, but witl1 the 390 ohm resistor in 
place, the noise level was intolerahle. It 1.,ras therefore decided tl1at 
the amplifier must be placed as closely as possible to the thermoccuple 
so that stray capacitive pickup would be minimized. 
After the thermocouple was installed and connected to the an:plifier. 
several configurations of grounding the shields were tried. At best, the 
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noise level referred to the input '.vas doh11 to about eight microvolts 
peak to peak. This included about five microvolts due to the amplifier, 
one microvolt due to the bias module and two microvolts due to stray 
pickup by the thermocouple. 
It should also be mentioned that the thermocouple hanging out in 
the center of the cloud chamber as it did, acted as a very good antenna, 
picking up signals from every valve and a.c. power line in the vicinity. 
There was no alternative but to encase all operating valves in a copper-
clad one-sixteenth inch iron case. Even the sola transformer operating 
the amplifier had to be moved from under the chamber. When all these 
changes were made, the noise level was again do\,11 to o.bout eight micro-
volts peak to peak of mostly sixty cycle noise with some 400 cycle noise 
from the chopper in the amplifier. 
Luckily, the noise peaks from the pressure signal anJ from the 
temperature signal were in phase. There also was a flat place in the 
signal between each peak which corresponded to a period of zero noise 
level. Because of this, even though noise was present in the signal, 
readings were tar-en every 1/120 second during the quiet period of the 
noise cycle, thereby achieving the same effect as if the noise were a 
factor of ten smaller. One disadvantage of this is that in order to 
get a 1 arge number of data paints on each run, the expansion or compres-
sion time had to be increased almost to the 1 imi t. A block diagram of 
the temperature measuring system is given in Fig. 23. 
3-7. Thcrir:al ch~ractcristics of fine wirP- thermocouples. The output 
response of fine wire thermocouples to a changing environment created 
by an expanding grrs is more complex tlw.n many investigators have 
recognized. The seemingly inst;mtaneous response to a fast expansion 
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has been erroneously assumed to be indicative of the accuracy with ~hich 
the thermocouple follo\,'S the temperature change. It \vas the purpose of 
this investigation to place the interpretation of fine \vire thermocouple 
measurements on a sound basis. The commercial availability of 0.0005 in. 
dia. thermocouple wire and the relative case with which thcrr.:ocouples can 
be fabricated frorn this size material strongly recommend it for temper-
ature measurements. However, data taken in an expansion cloud chamber 
with such fine wire thcrmocoupl~s indicated that the thermal capacity of 
the thermocouple itself was not negligible. 
Let us look briefly at the physical situation. The th~rmocouple 
is initially in thermal equilibrium with the gas. Suddenly the gas 
ten~crature begins to decrease. The thermocouple wire has a finite 
thermal capacity and must communicate its excess heat to the surrounding 
gas by diffusion. 
If the expansion proceeds at a constant rate, the temperature of 
the surrounding medium drops nearly linearly and the thermocouple becomes 
a steady source of heat just as surely as if it were being heated with an 
electrical current. No\.; under these circumstances the rate of diffusion 
of heat away from the thermocouple will adjust itself so that a stcaJy-
state condition exists, i.e. heat diffuses away f:com the thermocouple 
just as fast as it is being developed in the thermocouple (to use the 
electrical analogy). ·n1e establishment of the steady-state requires of 
the order of lo- 4 sec. and so ;.;e see a very fast response to sudden en-
vironmental changes. But the temperature being indicated by the thermo-
couple is not the true temperature of the gas. 
The question then arises, hoH far off are the temperature readings? 
This point cannot be resolved by experiment alone. First let us deter-
mine the speed with which temperature equilibrium is attained Hithin the 




where K is the thermal conductivity, Cp is the heat capacity, r 0 is the 
radius of the thermocouple and the an are the zeros of the Bessr;l ftmctions. 
a1 = 2.405, a2 = 5.520, a3 - 8.654 and a 4 = 11.79. The chromel-alumel 
thermocouples used \-;ere made from 0. 005 in. dia. wire. It is seen that 
a perturbation on tho outside of the thermocouple is felt at the center 
with a half life of 3.0 microsec. After ten microsec. the center is 
within two percent and after 100 microsec It is within lo- 8 percent of 
the outside temperature. Therefore, the rel ax:].tion time of the thermo-
couple itself is cumpletely negligible. TI1is is, of course, one necessary 
ingredient for fast response. 
The calculation of the heat flO\., from the thermocouple surface out 
through the gas is much more difficult because the radial symr.;etry is 
lost when the g::1.s begins to move past the thermocouple as it docs in 
expansion c lo'...td chambers. !!owever, in this case the gas velocity is 
small and lamiaar flow may be assumed.69,?0 
Since things are eveT)''.'Ih~re the sa;r.c in the direction of the axis 
of the stretcJzed out therrr:ocouple wire, the problem reduces to a t\oio 
dimensional heat flow problem. 
(3-12) 
where Cp is the heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure and Kg is 
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the thermal conductivity of the gas. (f(x,y,~,t) is a source fw1ction 
which allov:s for varying expansion speeds and also allows for the motion 
of the thermocouple through the gas. Only numerical solutions of this 
problem were attempted. 
Figs. 24 and 25 show the results for an expansion in dry argon. 
The 0.0005 in. dia. (12 microns) thermocouple was located 3 in. from the 
top glass. The evacuated chamber was filled with tank argon '"hi ch was 
passed through a liquid nitrogen cold trap to insure its dryness. Note 
that Fig. 25 indicates close agreement between the theoretically pre-
dicted thermocouple temperature and the measured thermocouple temperature. 
The difference is about 1. 5 C0 after a short time for a gas velocity of 
2 em/sec. Clearly, the fast response of the thermocouple is no indica-
tion of the accuracy with which it reads the gas temperature. 
A simpl.e calculation shows that the heat c:1pacity of the wire is 
sufficient to cause a 0.1 C0 rise in temperature in a cylinder of gas 
with a radius of 0.3 em. This is only misleading since the small grad-
iccnts Jn[!ke the dispersal of the evolved heat very slow. 
Israel and Nix 71 investigated the thermodynamic processes in the 
Pollak counter by inserting a fine wire thermocouple into the dry cham-
ber, Fig. 26. They reported only a fraction of the temperature change 
exp.:::ctcd from a calculation of the temperature drop by means of the 
adiabatic 1 aw. This result is exactly '"hat one would expect from the 
foregoing analysis. 
~1oreover, their Fig. 2 showed a pccul iar anomaly at a time of 1. 5 
sec. One can explain this feature as follows. At the end of the expan-
sion the thermocouple still has a heated gas mass surrounding it and so 
it reads a temperature which is too high. The heating of the gas adja-
cent to the walls excites convection currents which take a moment to get 
started. At 1.5 sec. after the expansion the convectiv~ motion Sh'ccps 
the heated gas surrounding the thermocouple a\\·ay, alloh•ing it to read 
a temperature which more closely approximates the true temperature. 
111e temperature readings from about 2 sec. on should more closely ap-
proximate true values and an extrapolation of this part of the curve 
back to the time immediately after the expansion gives more nearly the 
temperature drop brought about by the expansion. 
In conclusion, we might say that therrrocouple measurements of gas 
te:mperature present a degree of complexity Hhich has not been generally 
recognized. The actual response of the fine wire thermocouple (as op-
posed to the speed with which it responds to a sudden change in its 
environment) is very slow. ~1oreover, the equations of state for the 
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The first homogt:neous nucleation measurements to be nndf' in this 
laboratory were ma~e by Allard and Kassner.2C Later, aJditional meas-
urements were made by Kassner and Schmitt 37 with some i~provcmcnts in 
technique and data analysis. One of the principal problems 1-;as related 
to tl-:e inability to adcqvately account for the various asp~cts of drop-
let growth: bulk depletion of available vapor, effect of diffusion 
profiles around growing droplets on subsequent nucleation (dcHd space) 
and competition for the avuilable vapor supply by closely spaced droplets. 
Droplet growth measurements arc conspicuously lacking and much effort has 
been expended in studying these effects. 
111e author has attempted to elucidate the disparity ,.,.hich exists 
in ts1e literature on the nucleation rate of h'ater vapor by providing 
comprehensive measurements of the nucleation rate as a function of super-
saturatjon, temperature and sensitive time. Fig. 27 shows data repre-
senting the avcra[~e nucleation rate as a function of avcr3ge supersat-
uration for narrO\J nuclca ting pulses of sensitive time 0. 01 sec. l11e 
circles represent data in argon h'hllc tbe crosses represent data in 
helium, both for an j.nitial starting tc11:pcrature of 22.5°C::. I\otc that 
the data in Argon are notj ccably and reproduclbly higher. Da1•barn 52 
first observed this effect in this laboratory. Classical theory predicts 
no effect on the nucleation rate due to the nature cf the non-condensible 
gas. l11is effect might be the manifestation of the alteration in the 
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Fig. 27. Comparison of the nucleation rate in argon and heliur-.• 
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atom in a clathrate like structure of water molecules in the embryo. 
Pauling72 • 73 has hypothesized such a hydration scheme for xenon in the 
bulk water structure. Fig. 28 shows a possible arrangement of 20 mole-
cules when an ion is included in the cluster. Fig. 29 shows a possible 
arrangement of 24 neutral molecules into a clathrate like structure. 
111cse two arrangements arc dodecahedral and tetrakaidecahedral respec-
tively and are the smallest possible configurations where each oxygen 
molecule has three hydrogen bonds and the bond angles are maintained 
near the normal bond angle. If such a configuration actually exists, 
these structures should be particularly stable and there should be a 
minimum in the free energy curve for these particular configurations. 
Parunge and Lodge 74 have measured the effect of nonpolar gases 
upon the freezing point of supercooled water. Their water was of suf-
ficient purity that small droplets normally froze at -l6°C. Their data 
is reproduced in Fig. 30. It is seen that there is a definite ordering 
of the water molecules due to the presence of the inert gas. Claussen 
and Polglase 77 have suggested that the larger voids required in the li-
quid by krypton and xenon might we 11 be dodecahedral or tetrakaidecahedral, 
thereby accounting for the discontinuity in the freezing points. If the 
critical cluster for nucleation of the liquid from the vapor is of the 
clathrate structure,l<rypton and xenon might well fit into the critical 
cluster. This would result in a sizeable lowering of the free energy 
of the cluster and the nucleation rate of water vapor in these gases 
would be correspondingly increased. 
Fig. 31 shows the number of droplets nucleated per cubic centi-
meter as a function of peak supersaturation for the narrowest possible 
pulses. Both the 12. 5°C and 22 ._5 °C data exhibit prominent inflection-s 














F~_g. 28. The arr~m:-.:;enent of hydrocen honrls for b;enty 





Fir,. 29. The arran~cncnt of hydrocen bonds for hrenty-
four "rater r::olec,llcs in o. tetrak;::lidecahcdral confir::;uration. 
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FIG. 1. Increase in the tt:mpcrature of spontaneous freezing of 0.1-ml dmps of solutions cf two series 
of non-polar gases, COI1ll•arr.d with "pure" water, plotted against the entropies of hydration cf the 
solute gases. 















4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 
Peak Supersaturation (narrow pulse) 
Fig. 31. Number of droplets nucleated as a function of J?eak super-
saturation. The starting teMperature is (A) 41.5CC, (+) 32.50C, 
(x) 22 • .5°C and (v) 12 • .5°C. 
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for higher droplet densities than could be measured in this experiment. 
If the nu~nbcr of droplets (corresponding to the plateau of the inflection 
for the 12.5° and 22.5° curves and the number estimated where the shoulder 
might lie for the other two helium curves) arc compared, it is found that 
the nuubcr is nearly proportiona 1 to the initial vapor pressure of \vater 
in each case. Schuster75 has measured the nucleation rate of \.-ater vapor 
in an argon atmosphere <!S :1 function of supersaturation with an initial 
temperature of 24°C. using light scattering techniques. lli.s data agrees 
reasonably well with the author's both in slope and magnitude. I lis data 
reproduced in Fig. 32 shm\'s slight evidence of an inflection at about 
the sar.1e point as the author's. 
Fig. 33 is a correla'tion of the author's data with temperature de-
pendence data found in the literature. Curve No. 1 is the author's data 
for Jn estimated c roplct c!L·nsi ty of 100 drops/cm 3 or a nucleation rate 
of 10,000 drops/cm 3scc. Curve No. 2 is the corresponding data for 1 
llrop/cm 3 or a nucleation rate of 100 drops/cm3 sec. The dashed lines 
represent the path of the adiabatic exp:-tnsion of the cloucl chamber for 
the four sc ts of data. Curve No. 3 is the data of Volmer and Flood 15 
for a rate of 4 drops/cm 3scc as estimated by Allard and Kassncr. 20 The 
latter corresponds very closely to the author's data for a rate of 1 
drop/cm3sec.: both in magnitude and in slope. The ¢'s represent Poh'Cll 's 
data for an estimated nucleation rate of 10 5 drops/cm 3sec. The author's 
data, extrapolated to this nucleation rate, agrees reasonably well with 
that of Powell both in magnitude and in slope. Curve No~ 4 represents 
the homogeneous nucleation rate data of Sander and Damkohlcr76 for their 
estimated rate of 1 drop/cm3scc. TI1e B's arc Powell's ion limit data. 
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4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 
SUPERSATURATION 
FIGURE 5-5 Variation of Modified Nucleation Rate with 
Supersaturation and Temperature 
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Fie. 33· Temperature dependence of the nucleation rate. The dashed 
curves are the paths of the adiabatic expansion for startinG temp-
eratures of (A) 4l.0°C, (D) 32.5oc, (C) 22.5°C and (D) 12.5°C. 
Line (1) represents the author's data for 10,000 drops/cm 3 sec, 
line (2) is the author's data for 100 drops/cm3 sec, line ·~J) is the 
data of Volmer and Flood and line (4) is the homogeneous nucleation 
clata of Sander and Damkohler. 
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It is impossible to reconcile Sander and Dankohler's consistently low 
results unless they actually observed nucleation on ions. Curve No. 4 
also agrees well with our results for nucleation on ions. 
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Fig. 34 shows the decrease in the measured nucleation rate as a 
function of time for supersaturations of 4.4, 4.9, 5.2 and 5.6. 1ne 
dotted lines are the expected decr~ase resulting from the effects of 
droplet growth as calc:..tl a ted using the method given in the follm-1ing 
chapter. It is seen that the decrease in the nucleation rate cannot be 
due to the effects of droplet growth. Moreover, the greatest deviation 
occurs at the supersaturation corresponding to the inflection in the 
curve of Fig. 31. In the data where the initial temperature of the 
cloud chamber was 12.5 °C, the cut-off in the nucleation process with 
increasing sensitive time is even more pronounced. In this case. every-
thing that is going to nucleate does so in the first 0.01 sec. for 
supersaturations between 6.0 and 6.5. Because of the unexpected nature 
of tl1is data, both the 12.5°C and 22.5°C data were repeated several weeks 
after the initial data was taken. There was complete agreement with the 
previous data for both temperatures so it was felt that the data were 
accurate. 
It is the cut-off phenomenon which indicates the presence of a 
heterogeneous nucleating agent. This effect is ~!early not due to 
nucleation on ions. A clearing field of 80V/cm is maintained until 
the beginning of the expansion. Old ions are S\,•ept out and ion tracks 
show clearly at a much lower supersaturation. 
Nucleation rate measurements have been carried out in this labor-
atory since 1960 and the results have all been se 1 £-consistent. 'l11e 
purity of the helium-water vapor system used in the experiments has var-
ied \oJidely without any change in the results. Water purification methods 
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Fie;. Jli-. Nucleation rate as a function of time. The starting temp-
erature is 22.5°C and the supersaturations are left to rir;ht respec-
tively L".4, 4.9, 5.2, and 5.6. 
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have included dcionization columns, ordinary glass distillation systems, 
distillation columns preceded by a charcoal abso111tion cell and the 
method described in Chapter II. None of these have produced any vari-
ance in the results. It is difficult to imagine any ordinary impurity 
which would be present with the observed consistency and in the small 
concentrations observed in these experiments (30 to 100 molcctlles/cm3). 
Because the concentration of the impurity varies in proportion to the 
initial vapor pressure of the water, it seems likely that this parti-
cular nucleating agent is a neutral product formed through the action 
of ionizing radiation on the water vapor. 
The data in the literature seems to be separable into two basic 
groups. One, snch as the data of Volmer and Flood, 15 where measurelilcnts 
have been made yielding very small droplet densities and another, such as 
the data of Powe11, 1 6 where measurements have yielded large droplet den-
sities, see Fig. 33. Both of these arc in good geneTal agreement with 
the author's results, so it ::;ecms likely that the other observations 
have also recorded the same effect. ~~rcover, this mode of hetcrogcnc-
ous nucleation retains many of the characterististics of the homogeneous 
nucleation process and possesses a critical supersaturation limit very 
close to that predicted by the 13ecker-Doring theory. The similarity with 
the homogeneous nucleation process gives a clue as to the nature of the 
pro~ess. 
Since the normal rate of ionization is due to both cosmic rays and 
natural radioactivity, the rate of production of molecules of the nuclc-
ating agent would be expected to be fairly constant with the largest 
fluctuations being due to cosmic ray showers. Cloud chambers cycling 
at a regular rate would be expected to experience about the same build-
up between expansions whereas devices operating with irregular cycle 
times could easily experience large deviations in results. The scatter 
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of data points experienced in this work near and below tl1c plateau is 
reminiscent of that found by Allard 4 9 in his data for nucleation on 
random ionization. It is believed that this may explain the scatter 
of results displayed by Katz. and Ostermier 3 9 for water since they prob-
ably cycled their diffusion chamber at irregular intervals. 
4-1. Thcort. In classical nucleation theory it is assumed that small 
clusters of water vapor molecules possess the properties of bulk water, 
i.e. th~y have a definite temperature and their surface may be char-
acterized by the bulk surface tension for water. When a vapor molecule 
impii~:;es upon a cluster, a quantity of Gibbs free energy, kTlnS, is 
released in the transforrnatio11 from gas to liquid, assuming that the 
cluster may be :::onsidered as bulk Hater. llm.,cver, the volume of the 
cl~ster must increase with the addition of each molecule so that some 
of the above energy goes into the creation of new surface, the total 
surface free energy of the cluster of radius r heing 4-:rr2 o. lienee, the 
energy of formation of a homogeneous cluster is 
( 4 -1) 
\.;here N is the number of molecules in the cluster, k is Boltz.:nann's 
constant, T is the absolute temperature of the gas, S is the supersatur-
ation, a is the surface tension and nL is the molecular density of li-
rtuid water. 
Since the volune has an r 3 dependence and the surface has an r 2 
dependence, there is ahmys a maximum point in the plot of free energy 
against radius. The radius to which the maximum free energy belongs 
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is called the cr-·itical 2•a.dius and is found by differentiating the Gibbs 
free energy. The critical radius 
( 4-2) 
so that the free energy ~G* of the critical cluster becomes 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
where 4/3 nr* 3nL is the number of molecules in the critical cluster. 
It is conjectured that a chemical reaction may take place between 
a molecule of the heterogeneous nucleating agent and a water molecule. 
It is also assumed that clustering proceeds upon this complex chemical 
entity in much the same way that it does upon the clusters in the homo-
geneous case. The energy of formation of a heterogeneous cluster, i.e. 
a cluster including the chemical bond of energy £, is 
(4-5) 
It is seen that because the E term is independent of radius, the criti-
cal radius of the heterogeneous cluster is identical with that of the 
homogeneous cluster (neglecting the size of the single cheDically active 
molecule) so that 
and t.G* 
£ 
r* = 2o/nLkTlnS ( 4 -6) 
·- £ ( 4 -7) 
The free energy of a cluster as a function of radius is shown in Fig. 35 











A small stable cluster of radius rc exists at satur<:tion '"hich serves 
to give the heterogeneous clusters a slight head st3rt in the fluctt1ation 
process. The author is fully aware of the ~hortcomings of the classical 
liquid drop theory and in particular the difficulties which arise when 
the theory is applied to very small clusters. 
The gas is assumed to obey a Boltzmann type distribution law. It 
is therefore assumed that the probability of occurrence of a process is 
determined by the energy required to establish the process, i.e., 
P = exp(-~G/kT) (4-8) 
where P is the probability of occurrence of a cluster whose free energy 
of formation is ~G. k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute 
temperature. If N0 is the density of monomer water molecules in the 
gas and N£ is the density of the heterogeneous nucleating centers, the 
expected density of clusters of size g of both the homogeneous ar:d the 
heterogeneous types, Ngh and Ng£• is 
( 4 -9) 
( 4-1 0) 
Fig. 36 shows how the number, Ngh• of clusters of size g varies with g. 
The minimum of the curve is the critical cluster size. The dist:ribution 
is assumed to cut off at a value of g slightly larger than g* (say about 
2g*, the exact value is n8t critical) so that an infinite supply of va-
por is not required to maintain the distribution. It is assumed that 
each cluster which becomes larger than g* by the 8quisition of another 
vapor molecule becomes a free growing droplet and will continue to grow 
to macroscopic size. In the classical theory, which is a prccatastrophic 
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theory, these droplets are assur.:ed to be broken up by ~ ~f<IXI'>'ell demon 
and returned to the v::-tpor as monomers so that a steady state is r:win-
ta.incd. The nucleation rate is the number of droplets gro·.dng brger 
than the critical size per unit time. Therefore, the nuclcat~on rate 
is the product of the nur.~bcr of critical size clusters and the proha-
bility of the ~:rit.ical cluster acquiring <.!nother molecule. l!cnce 
(4-11) 
(4-17.) 
where p is the vapor pressure oftthe water and m is the mass of a water 
r.10l ccul e. 
It is assumed that the number density of monomer water molecules, 
N0 , is so large that its value does not change sensibly during the nu-
cleating process. N is much smaller, however, and the supply of these c 
lleterogcneous nucleating agents is quickly depleted. Therefore, a sit-
uation analogous to that of radioactive decay in nuclear physics exists. 
(<1-13) 
where p£ = J£/NE. 
This equation is integrated from time t=O to time t=t and from the initial 




The total nucleation rate is the sum of the homogeneous and hctergeneous 
nucleation rates 
(4-16) 
The second term in the right hand bracket is the heterogeneous contri-
bution to the nucleation rate. ~ig. 37 shows how the nucleation rate 
varies with supersaturation. The dotted line is the path taken by the 
cloud chamber during an expansion. Depletion of the heterogeneous nu-
cleating centers brings the rate down to that of the purely homogeneous 
level in a short time. 
If the classical liquid drop model is assumed to be valid, one can 
surmise several things about the free energies and cluster sizes from 
the data. Putting the free energy into the form of Eq. (4-3) instead 
oftthat of Eq. (4-4) brings out the dependence of the critical cluster 
size and surface energy terms more clearly. 
(4-18) 
It is seen that the slope of the curve on a plot of lnJ vs. S for con-
stant temperature will give the number of molecules in the critical 
cluster, 4/3nr* 3nL. TI1is would indicate that the critical size may only 
be 35 and not the 80 predicted by the Kelvin-Thompson equation. This is 
not surprising since it has been shown 78 that the surface tension of 
small drops should be lower than that of the bulk liquid. If this is the 
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Fie. 37. Co~1parison of honogenc-ous and het!?rO£'"(~nc:ous rncleation 
rates. The solid curve is the tot~l nucle~tion rate observed 
in the cloud chamber. 
critical cluster sizes are of less than ten molecules, must be re-
considered. 
It is also seen that the slope of the plot of lnS vs. 1/T gives 
the surface energy per molecule in the critical cluster which differs 
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in the two cases. The slope of the curves for the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous nucleation must be different because the heterogeneous 
slope has included in it an extra £/(4/3nr* 3nL) term. ~lorcovcr, the 
theory of this chapter predicts a smaller slope for the case of hetero-
geneous nucleation \\·hich is in agreement with experimental data. l11ere 
is also the additional effect due to the initial vapor pres~ure of the 
water vapor which is another temperature dependence which ml'st he inclu-
ded when intercomparing data of different st:uting temp<.:ratures. 
CHAPTER V 
DROP LET c;ROWTli 
In order to assess the effects of droplet growth upon the nucle-
uting vapor, a detailed calculation is required which accounts for vapor 
depletion, release of latent heat and the effect of the nonuniform vapor 
and temperature profiles around the growing drop. /\n exaet calculation 
is impossible 'dthout resorting to the theory of nonunifo1:m gases. 
Computational complexity of such considerations arc discouraging. It 
is apparent that a simpler version of the theory will be quite adequate 
for the purpcses of this 1vork provided th:lt the depletion of vapor and 
the evolution of latent hcnt never beco.-nc a dominating effect. 
The pr:)ulem of tl1c diffusional growth of liquid droplets from the 
vapor hus been considered by nt1mcrous investigators. Frisch and Colllns 7 9 
cxtc~Jed the range of validity down to droplets whose diameter was of 
the order of magnitude of the mean free path of the gas molecules. They 
relegated the entire thermal diffusion process to a simple accommodation 
coefficient which would appear to lose the complex interdependencies of 
the thermal diffusion process on other physical parameters. 
naQae, 13ecke-r and Bekow 80 formulated a solution for the mass flux ~co 
\vhich connects continuously to the surface of the drop via a connection 
\vith kinetic theory. llowcvcr, they do not follow similar considerations 
in the case of thermal transport. ~.lason 81 takes into account kinetic 
inter<1.ctions with the surface hy deriving a modified diffusion coefficient. 
Although it seems to be impU ci tly implied, he uak.cs no mention of the 
concept of either a telnJH.:•rature or vapor jump at the surf ;Ice of the drop. 
];)() 
Deucl1er 82 develops a purely kinetic treatment of droplet growth which 
is valid dovm to the size of the critical nucleus defined by nucleation 
theory. lle finds that the heat capacity of the drople-t accounts for 
about half as mttch power as the creation of new surface, both effects 
dying out simultaneously at about twice the critical radius. 
Neibttrger and Chicn 8 3 calculated droplet growth assuming Dacro-
scopic diffusion processes. They accounted for curvature, hygroscop-
icity and heating caused by the release of latent heat. They, however, 
neglected the effccti ve modification of the tli ffus ion coe ffj cicn ts at 
the droplet surface and, hence, did not account for a temperature or 
vapor density "jump" at the droplet surface. 
Schuster 75 calculated d1oplet grO\.;th taking into account the- ef-
fects of ,Jeuble diffusion of heat and vapor. lle assumes, for simpli-
city, that the sl1ape of the diffusion profile outside the droplet may 
be described by the function 1 - cxp ( -R 0/r) \\'here Ro is a parameter of 
the order of the mean free path. This function is used to calculate 
the vapor density at a point just outside the surface of the droplet. 
lle used kinetic thc01·y to calculate the actual rate of gro\,·th of the 
droplet. !!is solution is iterated through time in much the same manner 
as the author's. This technique in conjunction with a series approxi-
mation for the above mentioned exponential allows the problem to be 
solved in closed form. 
Carstcns8 4 intercompares the predictions of the stc<Jdy state and 
th~ non-steady state versions of the diffusion droplet groh'th theory. 
It \~as found that a cellular approach to the flUasi-stcady state theory 
very closely approximates the nunstcady state theo'.:~'· Reiss and La 1-!er 85 
demonstrated the effectiveness of the cellt1lar model but only considered 
lfll 
vapor diffusion. ~lore recently the cellula1· model has l)ccn used by 
Zung 86 to describe the evaporation of clouds and sprays. Smith53 de-
scribed the evaporation of very small water droplets utilizing a kinetic 
connectior~ at the droplet surface. I!m,·ever, he did not usc a cellular 
model. 
Carstens and Kassner87 discuss in some detail various aspects of 
droplet groh'th theory as they apply to cloud chamber measurements. The 
droplet growth theory utilized in this work is largely based upon their 
conclusions. 
5--l. Dr~_E.!_~!:._groKth ~~u~!ions_. ~-1ost cloud chamber experiments arc ar-
ranged such th<1t droplet grO\vth cccurs in a medium composed of a vapor 
in dilute solution \\'ith an inert gas. Vapor diffusion and thermal dif-
fusion are both controlled by the nature of the inert gas. In the region 
~~·here droplet radii are much larger than the mean free path of the gas 
molecules, the quasi-steady state diffusion equations constitute an ade-
quate description of droplet growth. 
(5-l) 
(5-2) 
where p nnd Tare the vapor d8nsity and tecvcrature and KP(t) and KT(t) 
are homogeneous source functions Hhich account for changes in the bulk 
vapor and temperature of the g:tseous system bruught about by external 
means. 
Power balance is required at the droplet surface. The latc11t heat 
liberated by the condensing flux of v~por molecules must be carried a"·ay 
by the process of thermal di ffusi.on t.,rhich is accomplished principally 
by th~ noncondcnsiblc gas under our particular conditions. It is assumed 
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that the droplet r.wintains a uniform temperature throughout its interior 
and that the steady state temperature of the droplet is always maintained. 




where D and K are the mass and thermal diffusion coefficients respectively, 
L is the latent heat of condensation and a is the radius of the drop. 
The contribution of surface f-ree energy and the thermal capacity of the 
drop are negligible throughout the region of interest in this work. 
The specification of the outer boundary condition requires some 
physical insight. The principal defect in the steady state theory lies 
in the fact that the diffusion profiles prematurely extend to infinity. 
Since we expect to be able to calculate the diffusion profiles outside 
the droplet for the purpose of calculating the dead space, it is dcsir-
able to employ the cellular model. The imposition of an impermeable 
sphere of radius R which serves as the reservoir for heat and vapor for 
a droplet, eliminates to a large extent the errors in the diffusion pro-
files in traduced throug~1 the usc of the quasi -steady state equations. 
r:or a trnly isolated drop, R should be chosen so that the integral 
of the vapor depletion throughout the vapor density profile gives the 
mass of the drop. Under such a constraint P(R) would remain constant 
throughout droplet growth and R would be moved out indefinitely as growth 
proceeds. Similar arguments apply to the then1al diffusion process, in 
general l{(T) and R(p) being different. However, where a system of drop-
lets exists the period of such i~olntion is short lived and the R spheres 
for different droplets begin to overlap. At this point a type of aver-
aged competition for the available vapor becomes active. Strictly speak-
ing, a distribution of R' s should be e1rployed such that the ~~-:-~ arc the 
R 
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same for all droplets. llowcver, Kassner and Carstens88 have sh01m that 
the distribution of R's does not appreciably affect droplet growth rates 
until droplet densities exceed 10 6 drops/cm 3 • Therefore, it is feasible 
to use the same size impermeable sphere for all droplets, requiring only 
that the volume of these spheres fill all space. Fig. 38 illustrates 
the mechanics of choosing the radius of the impermeable sphere. 
\~1en the drop size is of the order of the mean free path, A, its 
growth is dependent upon kinetic theory. A connection may be established 
between the macroscopic and microscopic regimes by equating the corres-








\"here llT = the temperature jump between drop and vapor at the liquid-
vapor interface, Cv = the specific heat per molecule of the vapor, Cg = 
the specific heat per molecule of the non-condensible gas, 6g = the 
average p~oportion of energy transfer between the non-condensible gas and 
the liquid surf~ce molecules, 6v = the average proportion of energy 
transfer between the vapor and the liquid surface molecules, 8 = the 
sticking probability of the vapor molecules on the liquid surface. 
Ig = the flux of non-condensible gas molecules impinging on the drop 
surface, Ic = the flux of vapor molecules condensing on the surface of 
the drop as if it were in an equilibrium atmosphere, IP = the flux of 
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33. Choosinp· the radius of the impermeable snhere. '·Jr.en d~onlets do not comnete for L! .&. .1. J. 
vapor, the radit:s R of the inpArneable sphere i.s cl:ocen so tn~rt. there is no vapor 
.J lt' t'Q "'' '1' .J 1... ., , ...l'''. t ''1 T:" '1-. t.<ep 8 lOn a I'• .t'lf:• a. :,{>en urop evs Jr2 CJ...Ose~.y spo.CG<t "CfLl.S lS n2 poss2o e, ~·lg •. J. 
A practical solution chooses R, not so th2t ~~~R =0 1 but so that ~7\[0Dnd bulk 
corrections are nade for VGpor depletion (the error in the correc~l0n is the shaded 




The existence of a temperature jump at the surfac~ of the drop 
imp! ics that the droplet is unable to maintain the cquil ibrium vapor 
pressure immediately outside its surface. Doth a temperature jump and 
a vapor density jump exist. 
It is assumed ~hat I C 6T p p 
(S-5) 
(S-6) 
may be neglected because of the dilutness 
of the vapor. Then Eq. (5-4) and (5-5) become: 
D~%1 ::: 1/4{-vv(Teq(a)]pcq(a)+vv[T(a)]p(a)}O (S-7) 
r=a 
·where ·va(T) ::: the average molecular velocity of the non-condensible gas 
0 
at the temperature T, and vv(T) = the average molecular velocity of the 
vapor at temperature T. 
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The solutions of Eq. (S-1) and (S-2) 1n terms of the bounci3ry values 
are for the steady state: 
P (r) 
T(r) 
= R-r a[p(a) - p(R)] + p(R) 
R-a r 




These solutions substituted into the power balance equation give: 
(S-11) 
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The steady state solutions also give for Eqs. (5-7) and (5-8): 
p(a) = 
_ _B.__ j_Q_ o (R) + v [ Tcq (a) ] peq (a) o R-a a · v 
R 4 D - [ 1, , ) ] [ l L'. T ]-1· j ? -- -- + v La +----, -6 R-a a v TCq(aJ 
(5-12) 
T(a) (5-13) 
To obtain the asymtotic behavior of p(a) and T(a) 
let D = yVv\ 
K = y'TigVg)..g 
where y and y' are constants of the order unity, 1 and ).. are the 
v g 
mean free paths of the vapor and non-condensible gas. 
Eqs. (5-12) and (5-13) reduce to 
p(a) (5-14) 
T(a) (5-15) 
These equations an! simplified by the approxin!at:i.on (l+;f~cl(a)] 112 "' 1 
and substitution of n and n' for the remaining variables <Jnd const:.mts 
gives 
p(a) n p(R) + pC<l(a) = -------1-+~-n ---




In the limit that the mean free path is much smaller than the drop-
let radius: 
lim T(a) = TCq(R) 
a/ .\g-+«> 
lim p(a) = P (R) 
a/ A. -+= 
v 
These imply the absence of local vapor depletion. 
Another relationship is provided by the Kelvin-Thompson equation 
which takes into account the change in CC[Uilibrium vapor density 1dth 
drop radius. 
or 
lvhcTe a = the surface tension, p = the density of the condensed vapor, 
R = the gas constant. 
This equation h·hen combined with the Cl ausius-C laperyon equation (inte-
grated for an ideal gas) gives: 
\-Jhere a 0 = Q'-1/R, Q = the latent heat of condensation, ~f = the molecule 
weight of the vapor. 
There is also the equation relating mass influx to droplet growth. 
or ada __ RD_ [o(R)-p(a)] dt - R-a (5-19) 
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1bc droplet growth process has now been defined in terms of the 
variables a, p(a), peq(a), T(a), and Teq(a) by the Eqs. (5-ll), (5-16), 
(5-17), (5-18), and (5-19). 
S-2. _?o~~~ion of the d_~plet gro1vth equations_. A sol uti on of the drop-
let growth equations may be obtained as follows. The power balance 
Eq. (5-11) is combined with the first continuity Eq. (5-16) to elimin-
ate p(a). 
p(a) = np(R)+p_eq(a) = p(R) + ~(T(R)-T(a)) 
n + 1 LD 
Now combine Eq. (5-17) with the above to eliminate T(a). 
T(a) = !~--- p (R) k(n+l) 
k n+ 1 ( ) p (a) eq = l.o il--;-:;-f T(R) - TC1 (a) + p (R) 





Eq. (5-22) gives the relationsl1ip between vapor density and temperature 
at the droplet surface. 
The integrated form of Eq. (5-19) ls 
J
a 2 R-a rdr 




Knowing the droplet size at time t 1 , the droplet size at time t 2 
is determined as follows. A trial value of radius a 2 is picked and a 
gaussian-quadrature method of integration is used to evaluate t 2 • If 
the calculated value of t 2 is not sufficiently close to the real value 
of tz, a new trial value of a 2 , picked by a bisection scheme, is used 
as the new uppe:r limit of the integration. In the integ.ration, values 
of p(r) are determined from the steady state solutions in conjunction 
with the connection equations and Eq. (5-22). This process is easily 
carried out with an electronic computer. 
Analysis of an actual data expansion from a cloud chamber is com-
plicated by the fact that the narrowest possible pulse of supersaturation 
is so long that many different sizes of droplets are growing simultaneously. 
The procedure used to simplify this situation is to divide the supersatur-
ation pulse into many small time increments. Each time increment is then 
assumed to have a constant supersaturation which is the actual value of 
supersaturation in the middle of the time step. Droplets are nucleated 
all during the time step but are assumed to all be born at the center 
of the time step so that they all have the same age and size. 
S-3. 0~-':_~~ace calculation. A new radius of the impermeable sphere 
must be calculated after each time increment. This is because the popu-
lation of droplets increases during each time increment so that a smal-
ler volume is n.vailable for the impermeable sphere after each new family 
of droplets is born. 
An approximate family population, ANi• for the ith_ time interval 
is computed for the new family each time by using the bulk values of 
supersaturation and temperature. The exact population of the new fam-
ily is computed by integrating the nucleation rate law over the volume 
of the impermeable spheres for all the preexisting families. llcnce, 
the nunilier in the ith family, Ni, is 
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i -1 JR 




where ~t = the duration of the time step. 
Knowing Ni, the total droplet population is calculated 
i 
L N· 
. 1 J J= 
(5-25) 
The r0.dius of the impermeable spheres is then calculated for the (i+l)th 
time step. 
(5-26) 
A dead space, v0 , is defined to be the volume around the droplets 
which would have no nucleation if the bulk values are used to calculate 
the nucleation rate and the total drops nucleated in a step is to be 
the value calculated using the exact profile, see Eq. (5-24). 
= 1 - Ni 
AN· 1 
(5-27) 
The average radius of the dead space, r 0 , is then defined by the relation 
(5-28) 
The concept of dead space is useful as it is an indication of the 
extent to which the nonuniformity in the vapor and temperature distributions 
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outside the droplets affects the whole volume. /\s long as the dead 
space is small, there is little doubt as to the validity of the droplet 
growth calculations. When dead space rises to a slgnificnnt percentage 
of the total volume, the assumptions made concerning the impermeable 
spheres must be ques+.:iont.~c1. t·loreover, the dead space is .used to cor-
rect nucleation rates since no new nucleation occurs within the dead 
space. 
S-4. The__£~~-ter__:;~_!ution. A computer with moderate storage capacity 
is required for data analysis using the technique outlined in the pre-
ceding sections. A new family of droplets is born each time step and 
information such as radius, surface temperature, gas temperature at the 
surface, vapor density at the surface and dead volume must be kept for 
each family. The actual computer program used in this 1-:ork follows the 
procedure outlined above. Numerical integrations and solutions are car-
ried out with sufficient accuracy that errors £rom this are negligible. 
Because of the increasing number of families which must be accounted 
for ~ith each additional time step, computer time rises as the square 
of the number of time steps in the calculation. Figs. 39-45 are sample 
plots of values calculated by the computer for one data expansion. A 
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Fir;. LJ-2. Radius vs. tine for the expansion of Fig. 39· 
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Fig. 45. Dead space for the expansion of Fig. 39· 
CHAPTER VI 
· smr-1ARY 
The expansion cloud chamber has been developed into a precision 
instrument, capable of yie !ding dcfini ti ve information concerning 
nucleation and grmvth of water droplets. 
The gas ten~crature was measured in the dry chamber during the 
course of an isentropic expansion. It was found that the finite heat 
capacity is not negligible and must be accounted for. A computer pro-
grarr: was developed which solves the problem of heat flow from the 
thermocouple. When the measured gas terr.perature is compared with 
that calculated from the pressure measurement using Eq. (3-1) it is 
foond that there is almost perfect agreement. 1\'ith some refinement 
of technique, the expansion chamber, using the same method of r.~eas-
uring temperature and pressure as in this work, could be used to ac-
curately calculate the heat capacity of the gas through the relation-
ship: 
= -r(~J (~i-) 
p s 
This method of calculation of the heat capacity is potentially 
more accurate than any now available. 
The nucleation rate was measured as a function of tenpcrature. 
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supersaturation and sensitive time for water vapor in a helium atmosphere. 
It was found that there exists a form of heterogeneous nucleation occur-
ring above the ion limit at about the supers.::turation predicted by the 
Beeker-Doring theory for homogeneous nucleation. This form of heterogen-
eous nucleation appears to occur t~on chemically bonded centers whose 
concentration is very low and depends upon the vapor pressure prior 
to the expansion. TI1e consistency of the number of these nucleating 
centers indicates that they may be the neutral product of natural 
radioactivity and cosmic rays. Experiments are planned to test this 
hypothesis by dosing the cloud chamber with x-rays and checking to 
see if the number of nucleating centers is increased. 
A semiphenomenological theory was developed along the lines of 
the classical theory but which incl udcs the chemical bond energy of 
the heterogeneous nucleating center. The theory predicts a different 
temperature dependence for the heterogeneous and homogeneous nuclea-
tion rates and at least qualitatively explains the essential features 
of the data. ~fodifications in the photographic technique arc under 
way which will allow an extension of the data to higher and lower 
droplet densities. If the liquid drop theory satisfactorily describes 
the nucleation of water vapor, then: (a) the measured temperature 
dependence of the nucleation rate will yeild the free energy per 
molecule in the critical embryo and (b) the supersaturation depend-
ence will yeild the number of molecules in the critical cluster. 
A considerable disparity has existed in the temperature de-
pendence of the critical supersaturation as reported by various 
experimenters. This disparity has been in large part resolved by 
properly interpreting the data in terms of the theory derived for the 
heterogeneous nucleation. 
It was definitely establi~1cd that the nucleation rate of water 
vapor is higher in an argon atmosphere than in a helium atmosphere. 
This may be related to a disruptive factor due to the higher velocity 
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of the helium atoms. It is however more likely tlue to the hydration 
of the argon atoms into the critical cluster. St:ch a hydration has 
been hypcthized for krypton and xenon in liquid water. These t1~o 
gases have been obtained so that the same nucleation exreriment may 
be performed in an atmosphere of each of these. If such a hydration 
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APPENDIX I 
VARIATION or PllYSICJ\L PA.RA~lETERS 
Because of the wide variation in the thcrmodyna~ic coor~inates 
during the course of these experiments several of the phy~}caJ para-
meters 1-.:hich arc norm:.tlly considered to be const&nt D'll5t be included 
as variables in the calculations in order that sufficient accuracy may 
be obtained. Tl1e variation of some of these par~mcters are discussed 
in the foll01dng paragraphs. 
used for the varor pressure of l\'ater89 , see Fig. 46. 
p = 4.58192 + .333075T + .0107SST2 + .196622xlo-3r3 
+ .216663xlo-Sr4 + .21119lxlo-7y5 
p = 5.92556 + .139239T + .021S602T2 - .94144xl0- 4T3 
+ .59993xlo- 5T 4 
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\\'here p is t11e vapor pressure in mml!g and T is the tcn.pcraturc in dq;rees 
Centigrade. 
I-2. Surface tension of water. Data arc availaLle for only the tcrr.pcr-
---------------·--
aturc dc.~pendcnce of tl1e surface tension of water. 89 A linear approxi-
mation is satisfactory for the range of interest in this 1-;ork, se2 rig. 47. 
a= 116.459- .149228T 
where a is the surfncc tension in dynes per c~ttimcter and T is the ab-
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I-3. Latent heat of vaporization of water. /1. linear lc3st snuarcs 
-----·----------·-------- ~1 
fit was uscu for the latent heat of vaporization of watcr89, .c:ec Fig. 48. 
Q = 746.1 - .SST 
'"here Q is the latent heat jn calories per gram and T is tl1c absolute 
temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
I-4. llc:l_~_a_raci_~y an~ __ _£O_l_l.T!:~_ssibility_?f \oJater vapor. The best avail-
au 1 e compilation of ,,,a ter vapor entropy data is that of Vukalovi tch. 90 
The interpolated values of Cp, where Cp is the constant pressure heat 
capacity divided by the ideal gas constant, are given in Table II. 
Figs. 49 and SO show plots of this data. There is a definite discon-
tl·r 't arour1d 340°K and ?3 8 mm•lg Because of this the best curve fit IU1 Y •-• • 1 I • 
is divided into three expressions. 
For any pressure above 340°K 
Cp = 3.1611 
Below 23.8 mmllg and below 340?K 
Cp = 2.9611 + .Ol20l(T-240.) 
Above 23.8 m~lg and below 340°K 
Cp = 2.9611 + .01234(T-240.) 
+ (2 3_:..?_~) [ 1958 + .00082(T-240.)] 14.71 . 
1Jl 
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TADLE I I. The heat capacity of water vapor. 
p !Tcmllg 
T°K 7.3559 14.71118 22.0667 29.42236 36.778 
240 3.1790 3.0919 2.9832 2. 9611 2. 9611 
250 3. 3115 3.2207 3.1075 3. 0845 3.0845 
260 3.4440 3.3496 3.2318 3.2079 3.2079 
270 3.5764 3.4784 3.3561 3.3313 3.3313 
280 3.7089 3. 6072 3. 4804 3.4546 3.4546 
290 3.8414 3.7361 3. 604 7 3.5780 3.5730 
300 3.9738 3.8649 3.7290 3.7014 3.7014 
310 4.1063 3.9937 3. 8533 3.8248 3.8248 
320 4.2388 4.0646 3.9776 3.9482 3. 9482 
330 4.3712 4.1019 4.1019 4.0418 4. 0418 
340 4.5037 4.1337 4.1953 4.1395 4.1395 
350 4.1281 4.1279 4.1598 4.1599 4.1279 
360 4.3767 4. 1479 4.1807 4.1807 4.1479 






























































































































































































































































































The compressibility, z = (aV/3T) , is plotted .;n F" 51 p .... 1g. . There 
is a negligible pressure dependence. 
z = 1.005 + .00054(T-325.) 
z = 1. 005 
I-5. Therma_~-~o!t_:'luctivity_ of ll~lium. A linear relationship was used 
for the thermal conductivity of Ileliurn as a function of temperature. 91,92 
The pressure variation is insignifil!ant. 
k = 4300 + 35T 
\<here k is the thermal conductivity of helium in ergs per degree second 
centimeter and T is the absolute temp-=rature in tlegrccs Kelvin. 
I-6. !leat _c~<ic_i_!y an~_compressibili_ty ~f Helium, !-.rgon, Nitrogen and 
Air. In making accurate calculations of temperature as discussed in 
Chapter 3 it is essential that the heat capacity and compressibility of 
the atmospheric gases be included as variables in the calculation. For 
that reason values of heat capacity, compressibility and the constant 
(y-1)/y which is used in the isintropic ideal gas law, Eq. (3-1), have 
been tabula ted for Argon, Nitrogen .:nd air f1·om data taken from NBS 
Circular #564. 93 I!eUum is so nearly ideal at the temperature and pres-
sure used in this Hork that it may be con!>idered ideal for all practical 
purposes. 
The heat capacity is plotted in unitless numbers as Cp/R where R is 
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Fir;. 52. Thernal conductivity of heliu_,.,. 
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where P is pressure, V is volume and T is tl1c absolute temperature. 
The adiabc.tic constant is the compressibility Jividcd by the heat 
capacity. 
TABLE I I I. Compressibility, heat capacity and 
adiabatic constant of Argon. 
~omyressibil i ty 
p atm 
T°K .7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
---~~---- ---- ---
245 1.00264 1. 00391 1.005912 ] . 00804 
295 1.00173 1. 00256 1. 00390 1. 00526 
345 1. 00119 1.00180 1. 00270 1. 00360 
11eat Capacity 
p atm 
T°K .7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
•-v·-- --- ----- ----
245 2.5065 2.5092 2.5139 2.5187 
295 2.5042 2.5059 2.5089 2.5119 
345 2.5029 2.5042 2.5063 2.5083 
Adiabatic Constant 
-------p atm 




245 .40002 .41)009 .40014 .40025 
295 .40002 .40008 .40013 .40020 
















TABLE IV. Compressibility, heat capacity and 
adiabatic constant of Nitrogen. 
Com2ressibility 
.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
----
1.00257 1. 00377 1. 00578 1. 00755 
1.00161 1.00242 1. 00349 1.00486 
1.00109 1.00181 1.00255 1.00365 
Heat Capaci tr 
. 7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
---- ----
3.5072 3.5098 3.5141 3.5184 
3.5066 3.5082 3. 5110 3.5138 
3.5098 3.5110 3.5129 3.5149 
Adiabatic Constant 
.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
----
.28586 .28599 .28621 .28636 
.28563 .28575 .28581 .28588 

















TABLE V. Compressibility, heat. capacity and 
adiabatic constant of Air. 
Compres~_i.bil i ty 
.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
-----
1. 00246 1.00386 1. 00579 1.00748 
1. 00182 1. 00260 1.00390 1. 00520 
1.00103 1. 00172 1. 00241 1. 00344 
Heat Capacity 
. 7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
----
3.50015 3. 50275 3. 50712 3.51148 
3.50365 3.5053 3.5081 3.5109 
3.51345 3.5147 3.5163 3.5186 
Adiabatic Constant 
-
. 7 1.0 1.5 2.0 
----
--- ----
.2864 .2866 .2868 .2869 
.2859 .2860 .2862 .2863 
.2849 .2850 .2851 . 2852 
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I-7. Di_!fusion_coeff_~_c:ient for water vapor in he}ium. No experimental 
data were available for \-\ater vapor diffusing through helium. Therefore, 
a theoretical expression due to Jeans 94 was used. The resultant equa-
tion is approximately a linear function in the region of interest. 
D = .000946T + .291 
where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm2/sec and T is the temperature 
in degrees Kelvin. 
APPENDIX II 
COMPUTER SOLUTION OF TilE HEAT FLOW EQUATION 
FOR A CYLINDRICAL WIRE 
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The heat capacity of a thermocouple is very large in comparison 
to the heat capacity of a gas. Therefore, when the gas temperature is 
changing the thermocouple may not be at the same temperature as the 
gas. For this reason, an exact calculation of the heat flow from the 
thermocouple must be performed. 
Due to the difficulty involved in incorporating a time dependent 
source term into an analytic solution of the heat flow equation, it was 
decided to seck only a numerical solution. Moreover, a different ana-
lytic solution is required for each set of houndary conditions, whereas 
the numerical solution, once it is properly programmed, will work for 
any set of boundary conditions. 
In an iterative nu~crical solution, one assumes that the partial 
derivative may be approximated by finite differences. 95 • 96 Intervals 
in space and time are picked small enough so that the temperature 
function may be assumed linear between them. Thus, the x-axis is di-
vlded into equal small increments with the points designated as T(l), 
T(2) • • •T(N). Stepping forward in time gives a function varying in 
time. Thus, T(n,l), T(n,2) • ··T(n,~1), where one is looking at the time 
variation of the function T at the n~h point along the x-axis. 
The space derivative at the kth point along the x-axis, T(k,r), 
may be taken in a forward or backward direction. 








T(k,t) - T(k-l,t) 
t.x - (I I -2) 
is the backward derivative. 
Second derivatives are taken in a similar manner. 
T(k+l,t) - T(k,t) T(k,t) - T(k-l),t) 
t.x ---- - t.x 
t.x 
= T(k+l,t) - 2T(k,t) + T(k-l,t) 
(t.x)2· 
(II-3) 
Before going to the full tv;o dimensional equation, let us simplify by 
letting 6x = h, 6y = h, t.t = k 
r = x cuordinate, s = y coordinate, t = time coordinate. Eq. (3-12) 
bccorncs 
T(~,s,t+l) - T(r,s,t) = 
k 
K (:hL [T(r+l,s,t)+T(r-l,s,tl+T(r,s-l,t) 
p 
+T(r,s+l,t)-T(r,s,t)] + f(x,y,x,t) 
(II-4) 
With the equation cast into this form, it is seen that, if one 
knows the value of the function T at a point and the points immediately 
surrounding it at a time t, then the value of the function T may be cal-
culated for a short time lit in the future. This techn~.que is used at all 
the points in the region of interest and repeated until the time of in-
terest is reached. 
lH 
Extreme caution must he exercised in picking the h and k to be 
used in the ~"p o · •· u 1-· r XlTna ... J.ons. Due to the iterative nature of the solution, 
when a time intcr\',al k (long cnougl1 for 1 "l"b · l _ - a1 cqu1 1 r1um to le reached in 
the space interval h) is used, the approximation for short time in the 
differential equation is invalidated. If a large enough value of k is 
picked so that there is even a slight error in one time interval, the 
error tends to compile in successive time intervals. This is known as 
an exponential instability and the solution diverges exponentially from 
the true solution. 
Fox 9 has a good treatment of this problem. He shO\oJ~ that for 
K/C = 1 p 
tl1is JS about three times the relaxation time of a square in the lattice. 
Argon at r0om ten~erature has these possible values of h and k. 
TABLE VI. Possible values of h and k for Argon 
sec .62Sxlo-6 .25xlo- 5 2.56xlo-
3 
em .000625 .00125 . 0025 .005 .01 . 02 • 04 
Referring to the chart, a squa.,:e the size of the thermocouple cross 
section requires time increments of the order of one microsecond. A pro-
blem a1·iscs \then one considers that the mesh must extend outward to 0. 3 
em from the thermocouple and the integration must take the time through 
a period of one second. In order that the problem could be solved with 
a finite size, finite speed computer, a grid mesh h'as set up with in-
creasing mesh size as the points recede from the thermocouple, see Fig. 53. 
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Fir:. 53. ?"csh nsed for ·Lhcrnocoup10 heat flm-r calculation. 
The r.1esh cxtm1~s outHard to the lOth roH. The spacing is: 
rovr l-.000675cn, rm..r 2-.000675cm, ro1·1 J-.00125~m, rovr 4-.0025cm.. 
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This technique allows small space intervals ncar the thermocouple where 
it is necessary and large space-time intervals in the outlying area. 
The net result 0f this technique is that a medium speed, medium capacity 
computer is sufficient to solve a problem normally suited to a much 
larger machine. Accuracy is not sacrificed with this technique. Table 
VII gives a sample of the computer output. Fig. 54 shows the temper-
ature profile around the thermocouple for the expansion shown in Figs. 
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